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ABSTRACI' 
This work is an outgrowth of rrore than fifteen years of can-
piling, organizing, editing and foDlll.llating these words and phrases 
·in .this canpendium into a handy source. Its need becam= apparent 
. \ . 
·when students using foreign music editions l:legan to inquire as to 
what certain tenns rreant. Organizing it into this intelligible and 
. I . 
usable source evolved after much refinerrent through exchange with 
students and lexicon consultation. 









Each page is sub-divided into four columns. In the first column, 
the foreign language section, which is alphabetically arranged, every 
·word, phrase, or agogic tenn which appears will have its English trans-
lation in the fourth column. . In the second and third columns appears 
the word, phrase or tenn's equivalents in the two other languages when-
ever possible. Because many words are not directly translatable into 
another language, additional synonyms frequently appear. Section four 
is a bank of tenns containing nearly all of the foreign v.ords and 
phrases which appear in this canpendium along with their English equiva-
lents. Its arrangerrent also appears alphabetically in English. 
The CC~Tq?endium is preceded by an introductory chapter that dis-
cusses the evolution. of. agogic tenns, the influencing factors as well as . 
their particular usage. Specifically, these are: . the history of first. 
devices, the inventiOn of the stave, instrumental music, develor:rnent ·of 
new styles of performance and canposition, invention of new instruments . . . . . 
., 
and improverrent of the o~, .new .musical fo:rrru;;, especially the opera 
and overture, needs for new· expression in contradistinction to the old,· 
/ .. 
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This CXlllJellclium of il9ogi.clterms is an outgrowth of nany years 
Qf QOO¢l~, 9PJ'em1lin<3', ~i;t.il'!\1, iiDQ fq:gl!I,!J,~9ffl ~se ~ms am 
phrases into an intelligible and handy source for my students and my-
self. Its need was made rrani.fest rore than fifteen years ago when my 
students playing foreign IIUlSic editions asked what specific terms rreant, 
what their equivalents -were in English and for their c::atparably related 
tenns in Italian. I, too, found myself repeatedly consulting various 
IIUlSical sources for the specific rreani.ngs of terms that I did not knc:M 
or definitions I had not retained fran having looked than up previously. 
At first these terms -were written on slips of paper and filed in a 
folder. SOon after, as these slips began to accumulate, it "WOUld take 
as lang to sift through these slips as it "WOUld take to seek out the 
particular definition fran a 'IIUlSical source. Next the organizing of 
these tenns on sheets of paper according to a specific language proved 
' .. ' . ' -~ ' .. 
to be of limited value as they grew in number so rapidly that they now 
had to be alphabetized. '!he convenience of the alphabet afforded the 
opportunity of checking, in a cross-reference nanner, other related 
tenns in the saire as well as in different languages that one might have 
.... ·:' ·'' 
retained. This, in fact, paved the'way for the next phase in the 
" .... ,, ...... 
cleveloprent · of the ccrnpendium. Each tem1 was then placed alphabetically 
' ,, . . .. . ' . ' '" . ... 
by language in the left hand column and jmrediately following it in 
.· .... ,: ..... 
. ' . 
lJrhe tenn .AgogiC wasHfi.cii:. ihtrcXDiced hi Hugo Rian:mn in his 
treatise Musikalische ~ und llqogik j,n 1884 •.. It was intenied to 
describe deviations fran strict tanpo and rhyt:lm. 
. ' " . ~ . ' ' 
1 
"·· . [., 
2 
separate col=s· would be the original tenn' s equivalents in the three 
other languages; Eventually it was determined that ffi3Ily of the tenns 
were not directly translatable into the other languages.- especially as 
they pertained to musical equivalents. It was then deemed necessary to 
include other synonyms in the adjacent language coll.lliU1s to aid in under-
standing what the tenn might rrean in another language. These selected 
synonyms are musical synonyms and not just arbitrarily selected -words 
with similar rreanings. When a tenn does not have a musical equivalent 
in another language, it is defined in English only and space in adja-
cent coll.lliU1s is left blank. 
All of the definitions of the tenns in this canpendium have 
been derived from the Harvard Dictionary of Music, Baker's Dictionary 
of Musical Tenns, Elson's Dictionary of Musical Tenns, and The Oxford 
canpanion to Music. SOre have been further checked by Grove's 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians. I have selected the tenns which 
appear in this COITq?ilation as being not only the IIOst important to 
today's musicians, but also those which appear IIOst frequently and are 
IIOst carm::m. The decisive factors utilized in determining which tenns 
were to be included, in view of the above, were: frequency with which 
a teJ:m appeared in contemporary music and fre:}Uency during each specific 
musical period. Those tenns whic,h are peculiar to a specific instru-
rrental category such as col legno (with the "WOod of the bow against the 
string) or registration (canbining the organ registers) have not been 
included. Tenns with multiple definitions which have changed over the 
years appear with one definition which has been retained. When those 
forrrer definitions are still significant today, they too have been in-
cluded. Those tenns whose rreanings could be categorized as synonyms 
appear in this nanner as an agglcarerate. For example, appearing within 
the separate language sections will be found, 11 see: extinguishing, 11 as 
a general definition for rore than twenty words in the four languages. 
The specific rnearungs of each of these words, hcMever, appear in each 
separate language section. The definition of every term in this can-
pendium, .whether English, French, German or Italian, had to appear at 
' least twice in the al:x:>ve mentioned sources in order for it to be in-
eluded in this carpilation. The spellings as well as the definitions 
found in the a1:x:>ve sources were also checked in the followmg language 
dictionaries: cassells, Garzanti, L:mgenscheidt and Palazzi. 2 
A bank of terms of English definitions was added once the 
French, German and Italian sections were canpleted. This section con-
3 
tains nearly all of the terms which occur throughout the other sections. 
Here the English definition which appeared rost frequently in the other 
sources is the one which is listed in the o:::mpendium. This section was 
included for t;w:) specific reasons: 1) as a source for c:cmp::>sers (fran 
whcm this work, in essence, is derived) who can now better describe a 
2Reference may be made to any edition of the follCMing, 
but the ones employed in my study are: · 
The New ~11' s French Dictionary. Canpletely 
reVl.sed by Denis Glrard (New York, 1962). 
The New cas sell's GE!t:man Dictionary. Based on 
- the editions by Karl Breul, carpletely 
revised by Harold T. Betterridge (New York, 
1971). 
cassell' s Italian Dictionary. Canpiled by 
P~ero Rebora (New York, 1957). 
Garzanti Canprehensive Italian English Dictionary. 
Edited by l-lano Hazen (New York, 1961). 
Palazzi Novissil!O Dizionario Della Lingua Italiana. 
(Nilano, 1939). 
L:mgenscheidt's German-English Dictionary. Edited 
by the L:mgensche~dt Echtonal Staff. (New 
York, 1970) . 
4 
m:xxl. or setting nore accurately by selecting a "tenn" fran many made 
available by the canpendium rather than by the definition of the "one" 
which they might kncM, and 2), as a further aid to the English, French, 
Geman, and Italian speaking instrumentalists who can now check a tenn' s 




THE EVOU1riCN CF 1\GXIC 'l'm1S 
There is a certru.n ambiguity in musical teJ:ms that is not only 
necessary out desirable. ~ such c;1s Lento, .1\dagio, An®nte, Allegro, 
Presto and others not only describe degrees of speed, but they also refer 
to the character of a piece. The slow 11JJVale!lt of a synq:>hony frequently 
referred ,to as "the" l\dagio section really says rore than it just beiD:J 
a slow piece. It must descriptively fit into a particular groove in 
order to be Magic and not Andante. 'lhat intangible "SCillethin;J" is like 
tryiD:J to describe a particular color to a blind person who has never 
seen color. 
There have been many influencing factors an the evolution of 
agogic3 t:eDns as w:!ll as their particular usage; 
The history of first devices 
The invention of the stave 
Instrurrental music 
Deveiopnent of new styles of perfonnance, 
and CCIIq?Osition 
Invention of new instrurrents and iroprovarent 
of the old 
New musical foll!IS, especially the opera and 
overture 
Needs for new expression in contradistinction 
to the old 
The influence of the Mannheim School 
3see footnote number 1;- however, presently, "agogic" denotes 
all of the subtleties of perfoiiiiailCe, those \<'IDich fall Under the cate-
gory of llOdification of tarp> as \Ell as those of the subtleties of 
perfonnance. 
5 
It is precisely these influencing factors which will be discussed to 
make manifest the ways in which the usage of agogic teill1S evolved. 
History of First Devices 
Musical teill1S are additional instructions or directions to the 
6 
perfonning musician as an aid to the interpretation of the musical 
symbols _:_ the notes and rests appearing on a stave. The first devices 
used as aids, in addition to the neumes, 4 were musica ficta, i.e., the 
insertion of accidentals into a text to avoid the "Diabolus in musica. "5 
The ~lodic Musica Ficta 6 appears below between the following 
signs: f~._ _ tJ.__ _ ___Jt 
1'1 - -
"""""" I ~ t t- ' ......... IF" f(ube lu. st< Jt -d:o - ra. 
4The notational signs of the Middle Ages that were used for 
single tones as well as groups of tones. Following, are t\\lJ examples of 
neurres, the Punctum il! and the Porrectus fle.'<US !':'\, . The Punctum 
represented one note and the Porrectus flexus four notes. These nota-
tional signs represented approximate pitch only and rhythm was detennined 
by the text. Originally, neumes were mnerronic devices for singers who 
already knew the rrelodies they were singing and appeared primarily as 
visual aids to depict the rise an& fall of the already known melody. 
5The "diabolus in musica" was a medieval tenn which was used to 
describe the interval of an augrrented fo'.lrth or diminished fifth (tri-
tone) in cauposition. This interval was to be avoided melodically and 
also where t\\lJ polyphonic voices carne together to fonn the tri-tone. 
The insertion of signs (chraratic q· b :/P ) were not only to avoid the 
"causa necessitatis or causa pulchritudinis - for the sake of reason or 
of beauty." These became other instances of first devices and signs 
appearing in early music. 
6D::m Anselm Hughes, Early Medieval Music ~ to 1300 (New York, 
1955) 1 P. 371. 
The Hamonic Musica Ficta7 is designated below by a double arrow t 
lJt tv-o 
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~sers f:ron the earliest 'tines have intended occasional 
guides and rrodifications for the perfonnance of their .llUlSic. These 
I 
't.'Ords of wisdan and even the accidental signs which canposers inserted 
throughout a piece were direct reflections on the canpetence of the 
perfooner and carried with them the title Signum asininum or 'asses' 
mark."B Although fran these earliest tines there was no unanimity. or 
unifo:cnity of rules set in practice, the theorists undoubtedly cane 
along and after a perfonning a:i:t was established .'t.'Oill.d state "this is 
' 
how it was done." One 't.'Oilders if it was in fact "how it was done" or 
8 
was it rather existin:J only in the mind of the theorist or on his paper? 
Invention of the Stave 
One theorist, .Guido D'Arezzo (c. 990.,-c. 1050), did put in 
writin:J a systan, set down in his farrous 'WOrk, the Micro1ogus9 (c. 1025), 
which adopts the syllables ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la f:ron the fanoUs ·Hymn 
to st. John the Baptist. Guido designated the six tones of the l:lexacOOrd 
by the above vocables (ut,, re, ·mi, ·fa;" sol,- la) •· The Jrel.ody of this 
• J, ••• 
Borigin debated. 
9Guido, in his Pro1ogus Antiphoriarii sui (c. 1025), suggested 
the use of three, four, and five lines in a stave. However, because 
the stave was in existence much before his tine, he was not its inventor. 
Confusion arises when one tries . to extend his rrethod of solmization and 
the Hymn to St. John the Baptist to the invention of the stave. The 
stave was already in existence. Guido suggested coloring lines of the 
stave to aid the singer in identifying the lines by nane and also at 
fixing relative pitches of c and F (and saretirnes Bb) • The Hymn to 
St. John the Baptist and its designated tones (ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la) 
were placed o:1 the existing stave and served as a mnaronic device to 
help the singer renember where certain notes· and pitches were to be 
sung - in other 't.'Ords, a definite notation. In the prologue to the 
Micrologus, Guido wrote of the results of singing f:ron sPecific nota-
tion: "Sane of the boys, who had practiced intervals f:ron the m::mo-
chord and f:ron our notation, were able in less than a month to sing 
at firSt sight and without hesitation chants which they had. previOusly 
never Seeri or heal:d." · 
9 
hymn has the peculiarity of .begi.nrWlg one tone higher with each . successive 
~· . . 
line. 
ffi7.fi ro sr. JOHN 'mE ~o 
' 
f] f -
J1! 'fll« • ant (a ~is 
® ]' . ... . 
.!& - so - na - re J· - lms 
:1 . ' 
£ J J ts1 f'J t 
.!f.£ T8 ge - :to - rum, 
' t i i\ Og I I 
~ .. · .•. 
Fa - 111.-u. - fi i u. - o - n.nn. 
1$ 1 J j VJ ! k ( 
J.d. - . Vt, -· , ;o~:fu -•t/ 
ley f f ) n J J I fJ f J ~ j I 
. . . -- . 
1£,-6/-t' J'L.-.. o-hm.
1 
l/71- cit . z'o -.m -11.es. · 
II 
' 
. lOoan An&ilin Hughes; Early Medieval MUsic ·S!. to .1300 (New York, ·. 
1955) 1 P• 291. ;' •. .. . 
i . 
' ;;, .. : 







(That with relaxed (vocal) chords 
thy servants may be able to 
sing the \\Unders of thy deeds, 
remove the s:in fran their polluted lips, 
0 Holy John.) ll 
The "Guidonian Hand"l2 foli~ as a device for teachers to aid 
themselves in understanding the hexachord, solmization, and mutation. 
To capsulize the above, it became a method of IOCliTable D:l. 
t' 
The ac:ccmp:mying sketch above was used as an aid in rraroriz:ing 
the scale and its solmization syllables. 
llwilli llpel, Harvard Dictionary of Music (cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1962), p. 331. 
12The so-called Guidonian hand is not treated :in any of Guido's 
surviving -works but is found drawn or mentioned :in the following old-
dcx:uments: Charles Edmund Coussemaker, Scriptorun de musica medii aevi 
nova series (Milan, 1931). John Hawkins, A Genera1Histo:r:y of the --
SCience and Practice of Music (London, 1875). --
10 
Credit is also given to Guido as the inventor of the stave. 
Whether this is in fact true or that he was a populizer rather than its 
inventor is not as significant here as it is historically .13 
Neumatic notation did not represent exact intervals but rather 
phrasing. groups and general curve of the chant. Guido 1 s rrethod was to 
draw a yellow line for C, a red line for F and a green line if ab were 
needed. The remaining lines were drawn in black and the principle of 
the stave was established. 
Fran the early tirres of po~yphony, especially during the 
t\..elfth and thirteenth centuries, the rrechanics of notation were in a 
continuous state of flux and were usually governed by the rhythm which 
was dictated by the text. One of the problems of the scribes was keep-
ing the voices together at key points in the rrelody. As early as the 
twelfth century, application of a specific method is not easily estab-
. 
lished by scholars. Interpretation of the notational schanes used by 
scribes is extremely nebulous as there are nl.lllerOUs "rrodern scholarly" 
• 
rrethods or approaches to its understanding and, at best, conclusive 
understanding is doubtful. The problems of polyphonic vocal notation 
were probably not as ccrnplex to the performer then as it appears to be 
to today' s interpreters of yesteryears 1 music .14 
l3Refer to footnote 9. 
14willi Apel, The Notation of Polyphonic Music, 900-1600, 




With thEi advent of instrurrental part .music (c. 1500) 15 the 
problems confronting the rredieval scribes grew. Having :the polyphonic 
voices landing together at "key points" now was a critical place at every 
beat in every measure. Observe lines drawn in nanuscript that were used 




15Mensurable notation is a tenn that refers to strictly measur-
able and unambiguous notational characters both black (1250-1450) and 
white (1450-1600) that were used for the notation of ensemble or instru-
mental music. Although mensurable notation, both black and white, is a 
cx::rnplicated system, it was adequate and provided the accuracy of notating 
precisely the pitch and rhytlnn that was rrost definitely needed for instru-
mental part music. 
16D.Jru'l.ld J. ~t, Music· in the Western w:Jrld (New York, 1960), 
p. 272. 
13 
The notational problem of pitch and rhythm was '!I!:M.sufficienUy developed 
and additional symbols and devices were needed to aid or instruct the 
instruirentalist in his highly developed skill of interpretation of the 
symbols representing pitch and rhythm. 
Interesting obse.tvations can be made fran the following quote 
taken fran the t\olel.fth century Bishop Aeldred. Each letter appearing 
. in brackets imrediately after a phrase is explained below beside its 







'lb what purpose serves that contraction (a) and 
inflection (b) of the voyce? This man sings base, 
that a small neane, another a treble, a fourth 
divides and cuts asunder, as it were, certaine 
middle notes. One while the voyce is strained, 
anon it is remitted, now it is dashed, and then 
againe it is enlarged with a l~er sound. 
SCI!etirnes, which is a sharre to speake, it is 
enforced into a horse's neighings, (c) saretirnes, 
the rrasculine vigour being laid aside, (d) it is . 
sharpened into the shrilnesse of a wanan' s voyce; 
now and then it is writhed, and retorted with a 
certaine artificial cixctnnvolution. (e) Sane-
times thou may'st see a man with a open IOOUth, 
(f) not to sing, but, as it were, to breathe out 
his last gaspe, by shutting in his breath, a&! 
by certaine ridiculous interception of his voyce, 
as it were to threaten silence; and '!I!:M againe to 
imitate the agonies of a dyH1q man, or the 
extasies of such as· suffer .17 · 
Diminuendo 
Crescendo ...... ' ........ 
Trarolo •i •• . '· 
Falsetto .. .. . .. .. . .. ., l• • 
Trill or Shake 
17Eric Bloem, ed., · Grovel> oictionaey of ~ic ~ ~icians, 
(london, 1954), p. 367, vol. VI, taken fran the translation. of. 




'!he strangeness of the situation that arises here is that there 
is an ilrq;>lied derision in the descr~ption of the nuances being rendered, 
The same situation arose again during the Baroque Period only 
ncM \..e have symbols representing the many possilile ornaxrentations • 
. Specific nanes are ncM given to each ornaxrent and a list of signs 
along with "guides" as to how they are to be interpreted or executed. 
The following was taken fran a ~le of signs appearing in 
Grove's Dictionary pp. 441-48.. Numbers 3, 8, 12, 20, 25, 54, 87, and 
96 listed below were randanl.y selected fran the table's 125 ornarrents.lB 
No. Si2! Ornament Rous:h Guide to Use or SOurce 
3. • Single relish (virtual- (but also used in 17th. • Mace • ly a brief trill with . century England as a repeat 
.. tumed ending) • sign). · 
B. ., a) CUrtailed note a) Couperin, Rameau. 
b) Staccato nore gen- ( b) General 18th. century 
erally '•, 
12. Rising stroke through · English virginalists (late 
stem if there is one: 16th. to early 17th. centuries) 
a) M)rdent. · (Use not entirely certain.) 
b) Half-shake. 
c) ?Trill. 
d) Ascending slide. 
. '· "' 
20. / Before note: a) Widely current 17th century 
a) Lower appoggiatura · to mid-18th. century. 
b) Ascending slide (England, Italy, GeJ:many) • 
c) Rising note of b) Chiefly French, same dates; 
anticipation or also given by '1\lrk. 
· similar Nachschlag. c) Later 18th. century GeJ:man. 
181\dditional insight can be obtained fran the follc:Ming referen-
ces. Fach one is an important source on the interpretation of anbellish.,. 
rrents. Carl Philip Emanuel Bach, Essay on the True Art of Play09' 
Keyboard Inst.rulrents, (New York, 1949). Leopold M)zart, A Treatise on 
the E\mdarrental Prmc~ of Violin P~ing, (I£mdon, 19S1)."""J'~Ulii 
Quantz, Essay on the of Playmg _Transverse Flute, (New York, 
1966). 
15 
No. Sign Ornarrent .. · · · Rough Guide to use ·or ·Source 
25. Before note: 
a) Falling note of 
anticipation. 
a) 17th century English in-
cluding Purcell; also Turk. 
b) Upper appoggiatura. 
c) Descending' slide. 
54. /'VYV a) Trill 
87. ('...;) 
96. 
b) Double m:mlent. 
c) Appoggiatura - pre-
pared lm-.er rroident. 
d) Prepared trill. 
e) Ascending trill. 
f) VibratO. · · 
. g) Trelrolo. 
a) Turn. 
b) Inverted tum •. 
Ccmna after note: 
· a) Trill 
· b) Lower appoggiatura. 
c) M:>rdent. · 
b) J. G. Walther; Th. Muffat. 
·c) Turk. · 
a) Ubiquitous French and 
Getman f:ron 17th. ·century: 
the correct usaqe. 
b) Loulie. · 
c) ? Locke, Purcell. 
d) L'Affilard. 
e) Th. Muffat. 
· f) Mace • 
g) L'Affilard. 
a) English, French, Geman; 
the ubiquitous sign f:ron 
17th. century to present 
day: the correct usage. 
· a) French 17th. and 18th. 
centuries: the main usage. 
b) French 17th. century lute-
nists. 
c) French 17th. and 18th. 
century. 
These signs and teJ:ms. were inherited by the ·Baroque musicians f:ron their 
predecessors. Chly roN instead of the relodic llllportance these signs 
had f:ron the renaissance schools, new haDronic significance is given to 
these same embellishm=nts by ·the Baroque CCJl1?0sers and virtuosi. 
Developrent of New Styles_ of PerfoiJllanCe and catp:>sition 
·With the caning of the Baroque period at the turn of thE! seven-
. ' 
teenth ·century, many CCJl1?0sers began to establish a specific style of . ' . . . 
CCJl1?0Sition and. perfoiJllanCe. · Ehotion was an important aspect with an 
appeal to the listeners' hearts. Italian singers expressed passions so 
violently tJ1at the audience '1\UUl.d think that it itself · was involved. 
It is fmPC>rted that in one of .M:>nteverdi' s operas, perfatmed in 1608 
at the Mantuan Court, Arianna, forsaken by Theseus, sang her heart-. 
. ' 
' ' . ·' : 
''· l 
16 
rending lam:nt, arid the audience burst into tears. 
The new ·approaches to singing and perforrrances demanded sudden 
changes fran joy to grief and melancholy to exultation .. For the first 
times we begin to find directions and specific instructions for singers 
and instrumentalists. This new style started necessarily in the vocal 
field but writing in this style soon followed in instrumental music. 
It was to follow in the lead of the voice. In 1613 Salcm:me Rossi 
Ehreo wrote the first sonata for t= violins and in 1617 Biagio Marini 
wrote the first sonata for one violin. Both were in the Stile ~ 
presentativo19 to be performed in a manner dem:mstrating a high 
arotional style. 
Invention of New Instruments and Improvement ·of· the Old 
Instruments were now beginning to undergo a process of severe 
change. Selection of the instruments capable of extreme flexibility in 
their abilities to duplicate the hurran voice with all of its inherent 
qualities, especially the dynamic shades fran pianissino to fortissino, 
were now the instruments of first choice. Those instruments which were 
not capable of offering a wide dynamic range, such as cranomes, bag-
pipes, and schryari, were irnrediately discarded. The need for Baroque 
contrasts in color and dynamics, attacks of notes and articulations, all 
• 
made greater demmds upon the instrumentalists as well as 
19stile Rappresentativo: A type of perforrrance developed 
arOund 1600 which is characterized by its reactionary tendencies against 
polyphonic music. It was a new style which tried to imitate speech as 
closely as possible, i.e., speech like reiteration of the same note, 
slight inflections, short groups of quick notes in irregular rhythms. 
See: M:mteverdi's (Scherzi musicali, 1607): "L'orazione sia paclrona 
del' arm::mia e non serva" (The text should be the rraster and not the 
servant) . - -
their instruxrents; in other words, the specific use of agogic terms to 
describe these changes . cane into use. 
The strings (violin, viola, 'cello and bass) changed in shape 
and construction appreciably from their ancestors, the viols. These 
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changes were made to facilitate the technical demands which music made 
up:m the players for technical proficiency as well as t.imbre demands 
upon the string section. The bow also went through changes and finally 
Francois Tourte (1747-1835) gave it its m:xl.ern fonn. The first evidence 
of mutes added to the string section appeared in Lully's opera, Annide 
(1686) "Il faut jouer ~avec des sourdines." In Sylvestro di Ganassi's 
Lettione Seconda (1543) we have the first references to pizzicato and 
vibrato. 
While the strings daninated the Baroque orchestra, satE of the 
woodwinds were undergoing physical changes. Changes were being made to 
make these winds rore coloristically canpatible with the strings and also 
to enhance their "cantability" and agility when they were played along 
with this daninant force in the orchestra. The flute went through the 
rost dramatic changes of all. It was nCM played transverse, its tubular 
dirrensions were changed, and an extremely important treatise on not only 
the playing of the flute but on the interpretation of Baroque music was 
written in 1752 by Quantz. 20 The' oboe also went through nl.llrerous changes 
and t.imbre differentiation was made in 1720 for the first tine in George 
Philip Telemann's opera, Der Sieg der Schonheit, when the score called 
for an oboe d'ai!Ore, which was a slightly larger instrl.llrent than the 
oboe and of an obviously different color. This instrument .is similar 
20Joach:im Quantz, Essay on the Method of Playing the Transverse 
Flute, ·(New York, 1966). 
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actually to the English. Horn. 
The "clarinet" as we know it today was not really invented 
but went through a series of changes fran· the folk sha\\lll to the shape 
of the oboe given to it by J. c. Denner at the end of the seventeenth 
century. Its subsequent physical changes brought about by Denner's son 
gave it a waJ::mer sound (chaleureux) than the oboe; reference was made 
specifically to its use in the opera Croesus (1711) by Reinhard Keiser. 
The piano, which went through many changes and m::xlifications 
before it eventually became the instrument of today, was indeed invented 
because the harpsichord could not express =loring sufficiently. 
Christofori21 named the earliest pianos "gravicernbalo col pian ~ forte" 
or harpsichord with the ability to produce piano and forte (by touch). 
The physical changes made on instruments were invariably made 
to enable the performer to apply some aspect of musicality in his play-
ing -- a musicality notated through the use of a musical descriptive 
teJ:rn. 
Instruments were scon grouped into families, i.e., woodwind, 
brass, string, and percussion. Each grouping contained a variety of 
sizes and shapes which was unique. Individual! y, these instruments 
contributed to the full gamut of nuances, which were not only physically 
• possible to execute, but were specifics which =uld be exacted fran the 
performer through the use of an agogic tenn. 
The impartial distribution of interchangeable parts between 
string and wind instruments was becaning passe as a practice of orches-
tration. It was not specifically stated that not only was a particular 
21ctristofori, inventor of the piano, fran Curt Sachs' The 
History of Musical Instruments, (New York, 1940). 
part to be played by a certain instrurrent, but also the llU.ISic was 
actually ronceived and orchestrated for that particular instrurrent. As 
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a result of this new approach, agogic teJ:ms ~ appearing nore frequently 
in SCXJres and individual parts directing the instrurrentalists to denon-
strate nuances indigenous to their instrurrents and canposite sectional 
sounds. 
The quantity of timbres increased at an astonishing rate and a 
tendency toward an expressive erotional llU.ISic was begun. Feelings which 
had been ronfined to a few general IOClOds of majesty, liveliness, joy, 
and affliction ~ nav expanded. Conposers tried to express all the 
shadings of human feeling. Fran the beginning of the Ranantic Period 
(1750), little detail could be left to the ~fo:rner. The canposer was 
minute, and orchestration became a self-sufficient branch of nrusical 
' 
canposition. The perfo:rner had to learn a new language of agogic teilllS, 
their interpretation and subsequent application which had to coincide 
with what the canposer wanted. In all cases erotion was the principal 
requi.rerent of the canposers. Instrurrents had gone through sufficient 
changes, along with the invention of the new, and were flexible enough 
to pennit the perfo:rners to ~rork within the full gamut of possibilities 
which the instrurrents afforded them and also to span the full range of 
erotions which they had to depict' in satisfying the agogic teJ:ms. This 
marvelous stage in the developlE!lt and usage of these descriptive teJ:ms 
became even nore astounding when they became applicable to the nrusical 
aspect of opera. 
The Opera and Overture 
One of the larger foilllS which the Baroque Period ushered in was 
the opera. These operas usually began with an overture, i.e., an 
. i.nst:rtmental prelude. funteverdi' s Orfeo (1607) began with an instru-
nental flourish of just nine neasures; ~er, I.ully, in his operas 
and ballets dating fran 1672 to 1686, had an overture in each. The 
basic tempo differences beb.een the French and Italian overtures were 
essentially that the French overture began with a slow tempo and the 
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Italian overture with a fast one. The cumon pattern of the French 
overture was slow, fast, slow and the Italian overture fast, slow, fast. 
These tempos, of course, entailed the labeling of these II'OVe!rel'lts such 
as: l\dagio, Allegro, Andante for the French or Presto; Andante, Allegro 
for the Italians. Here the musical tenns refer to character rather than 
just tempo or speed. The music did, ~er, use a tenn as part of its 
descriptiVe instructions - another instance of a birth for the use of 
agogic tenns. 
' 
lls opera developed into the various sophisticated types, new 
folJilS were added. The ballet, choruses, the use of short simple songs, 
110stly of a dance-like character, elaborate arias, and the important 
parts given to the orchestra, all had to canplarent these lengthy 
vocalizations. Many concertizing instrumentations were utilized to 
enhance these soloists. All of this was in addition to the full scope 
of the multitudinous scenes and types of opera in general; viz., opera 
buffo, seria, classical tragedy, drama, pcmpousness, majesty, melodrama, 
different types of arias (aria cantabile, aria parlante, aria di bravura), 
new vocal techniques, Bel Canto, and the uniqueness of the castrati --
all of these facets had to be coordinated with the music. Another basic 
factor of opera is that it usually takes longer for the musical develop-
nent of an idea than it w::ru.l.d require nerely to speak the w:>rds.with 
which it is connected. This results in one or 110re of the following:_ 
one, a stretching out and consequent slCM pace of the action; or tw::>, 
alternating periods of action and repose, i.e., the action being carried 
on through recitative and being interrupted by musical selections such 
. as arias, ensembles, and ballets. All of these facets had to be indi-
cated to the performing musicians through the use of descriptive 
phrases and agogic tenus. This beca!re a "language" to aid and extend 
the understanding of the music symbols on the page which were part of 
the story being depicted and dramatized on stage and conceived by the 
canposer in a union of music, verse, action, costumes, scenery and 
drama. 
I 
Needs for New Expression 
Our present system of musical notation can prescribe precisely 
what is to be played; ~ver, it c:an only hint, and very vaguely at 
best, at how it is to be played. To aid the perfonrer in the "how," 
descriptive tenns are errployed. These tenns are used far rrore fre-
quently today than our musical predecessors did but this still does 
not enable today's perfonrers to play any rrore expressively than their 
ancestors. Actually the limitation is inherent in the notation -- and 
notation will always be limiting, but expression, or the "heM," on the 
other hand, is unlimited in the many possible graduations of intensity 
• 
that are possible within the rredium of perfonnance expression. 
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All of the nuances of tempo, dynamics, accent, attack, phrasing, 
etc., fall under the category of expression that the perfonrer is less 
restricted in than he is in the playing of notes. In music prior to 1600 
there were no directives given to the perfonrer, because the canposer 
had written only the notes and their tirre values. At this tirre the per-
fonrer had much latitude in the creative aspects of his art. However, 
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as he developed his art canposers began to· feel the need to be m::>re 
specific in their instructions in order to limit the perfonrer by clari-
fying their intentions, to prevent mistakes, and oore specifically to 
curtail a kind of "errotional creative wandering" by the performing 
artist. This attitude of the canposers led to the gradual introduction 
of t:enp:l indications and descriptive tenus, dynamic marks and other 
musical tenus and descriptive phrases which hinted at the general 
character of the canposition. 
'l1le m::>od, character, or scene settings of a canpositi6n were funda-
rrentally the oost important. 'lliese were achieved through the application 
of descriptive -v.ords at the beginning of a canposition. In music prior 
to 1600 indications such as Allegro; Andante,. etc •. were not necessary 
because the t:enp:l of a piece was clearly expressed in its notation. 'l1le 
tempo was realized through its tactus, and, tactus was the fifteenth and 
sixteenth century term for beat. The tactus was a relatively fixed 
duration of tiDe of about one per second (l-Etronare marking about 60). 
Music of the Flemish Schools, therefore, was within a given or fixed 
t:enp:l allowing for very little if any variation. 22 
Perhaps the inclusion of descriptive terms at the beginning of a 
piece to give sare broad indication of its m::>od and character might be 
traced to dance music. 'l1le suite and its collection of dances, narrely 
the Pavan, Galliard, Saraband, Gigue, etc., each had its own peculiar 
·.dance steps which were fitted into a certain t:enp:l or rhythmic m::>od. 
, The written indications of tempo as specified in Luis de Milan 1 s 
22The earliest instance of the variability of tempo appears in 
J;.uis de Milan 1 s lute book "El Maestro" 1535. Here he states for certain 
passages "a priesa" (quick) and for others "a espacio" (slow). 'Banchiere 
is reported as the first (c. 1600) to show the use of tempo indications 
such as: Allegro, Adagio, and Presto. 
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rosie becarre oore frequently BTq?loyed in seventeenth century c:cmposition. 
The problem arose later in the eighteenth century, and still exists today, 
as to what se=cifically is meant by these tenns. Brossard23 in 1703 
described the French minuet as "very gay and fast" and Diderot24 in 1751 
described the same dance as "noble and elegant, J'OClderate rather than 
quick." In 1733 Grassineau25 described presto as "fast or quick, gayly 
yet not with rapidity" and C. P. E. Bach in his fallOUS treatise of 1753 
suggested: 
The sr=ect of a =rk, vmich is usually suggested 
by various familiar Italian tenns, depends upon 
its general character and also on the sr=ect of 
the fastest notes and passage-work vmich it con-
' · tains. Proper attention to these considerations 
will prevent an allegro fran being hurried and an 
adagio from being dragged.26 . 
The rusical tenns vmich apr=ar at the beginning of a c:cmposition 
' should not be construed to indicate pace or tBTq?o only. They obviously 
mean oore than just sr=ect. The character, the llOOd, or the scene they 
are setting or describing are far oore important than how fast a piece 
is to be played. Before a perfonrer can decide hCM fast a piece is to 
be played he DU.lSt, first above all, detennine the llOOd or character, 
and then, relating pace to llOOd, decide vmich tempo best fits the 
character he intends to make manifest in the c:cmposition; also, he rust 
decide whether the character will 'be clearly demonstrable by the sr=ect 
he has selected. .Within this frarrework of fitting character and canpli-
23s. Brossard, Dictionnaire de rusique (Amsterdam, 1709) 
24n. Diderot, Encyclopedie on dictionnaire raisonne des 
sciences, des arts (Paris, 1751) - --
25J. Grassineau, ~ Musical Dictionacy - Carefully abstracted 
fran the Best Authors (L:>ndon, 1740) 
-. - --26earl Philip Eil'anuel Bach, lssay ~ the True Art of Playing· 
Keyboard Instrurn:mts (New York, 1949 • 
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rrentacy tempo the artist-perfonner has the option of varying the estab-
lished pace. 'M)rds which indicate these fluctuations in tempo are: 
Ritardando, Accelerando, Piu mosso, Rallentando, etc .. appear wherever 
the cxxnposer deans a necessary change to occur. At other points the 
artist-performer has a similar option to make additional aesthetic 
vacillations. 
Much has been written about expressive fluctuations and it has 
been categorized into the following divisions: (1) fluctuations which 
occur bY borrowing tine fran one note and giving to another all within 
the sarre llEasure -- thus, the established temporal duration is not 
disturbed but only the notes within the bar; (2) fluctuations which 
extend beyond the reasure line and disturb the established rhytinn. 
In reference to the fluctuations of the first category, Couperin 
stated "the spirit, the soul that lnust be added to the rrere quantity 
and quality of beats is that which makes up these fluctuations. n27 
Rousseau Wrote ". • • one can play in tine without entering into the 
moverrent, because the tiiiE depends only on the l!Dlsic, but the moverrent 
depends on genius and good taste. n28 
With regard to the second category, the Ritardando and Accele-
rando are rrentioned frequently by seventeenth and eighteenth century 
cxxnposers. Frescobaldi stated, "tile cadences, though written rapid, 
are to be played in a very sustained manner; the nearer you approach 
the cadence, the nearer you should hold back the tempo. "29 Mace 
27Francois Couperin, L'Art de toucher le clavecin (Paris, 1717). 
2BJacques Roussear, Dictio~ire de llDl;ique (Paris, 1768). 
29G. Frescobaldi, Toccatas of 1614(New York, 1950). 
suggested, "Liberty to break time; saretimes faster and saretimes 
slOI'o18r, as we ~rceive the nature of the thing requires. n30 
Although t:eintx> fluctuations are not directly related to rhyth-
mical changes, they do effect the liveliness of the rhythms. Closely 
related to rhythm is accentuation and, of course, the type of stress or 
accent which is to be used. In this area Marcato is the rost general 
indication of accentuation, such as the dynamic level of attack, the 
duration of the note being attacked, the intensity of the note being 
attacked, or as the force applied to the note, i.e., at the instant · 
of .attack or imrediately after the note is started. Sforzando, another 
aspect of accentuation, is de110nstrated by a slightly rore gradual 
increase of volume oc=ing imrediately after. the start of the note. 
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Dynamic level is very closely related to accentuation, i.e., the 
' 
loud and soft levels which change continually throughout a composition. 
By the end of the seventeenth century, the Italian tenns "Forte" and 
"Piano" had becare international. Their abbreviations F, FF, P, and PP 
had also been extensively used internationally. 
The changes in volume dynamically fran "Crescendo" to "Decres-
cendo" had its orchestral origin in the Mannheim School, and by t.~ end 
of the sixteenth century we have specific infonnation regarding the use 
of "9:Bscendo" and "Decresend.o"by'leading singers and instrumen-
talists.31 
0-lantz, in his treatise on the playing of the flute, 32 suggested 
"increase or diminish the tone when required," and Geminiani33 and 
Flute 
30Tharas M3.ce, Music's M:>nument (IDndon, 1676). 
31J. caccini, Nuove musiche (Venice, 1615). 
32Joachim Quantz, Essay ~ the 1-Ethod of Playing the Transverse 
(New York, 1966). 
33F. Geminiani, The Art of Playing ~ the Violin (New York, 1952) . 
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Rarreau34 used si9ns similar to today' s for Crescendo ~""'""---=- and 
Decrescendo .: · -
Expression in early music was rrost certainly present; ~ver, 
its notation was not incorporated into the music. It was a very 
"natural" insertion which closely follOW1:d the rise and fall of the 
nelody. Special signs were not needed because these very snall gradua-
tions of intensity which were part of the melody's contour were an 
inherent part of it. At· about 1600 the need for introducing indications 
for "Forte" and "Piano" was realized in the styles of perfonnance which 
emanated fran this period, especially the Echo;s Stile Concertato, 36 
and Stile Concitato. 37 
The earliest pieces available which contained such indications 
as "Forte" and "Piano" were G. Gabrieli' s "Sonata pian' e forte" (c. 1600) 
and a few organ pieces dating aroOOcl 1600 by lldriano Banchieri. In 1638 
I:larenico Mazzochi stated in his "Partitura de Madrigali • . . " that the 
letters F. P. E. (for Forte, Piano, and Echo) were already known to all 
. musicians and therefore considered ccmron knowledge. Mazzochi also 
appeared to be the first to indicate Crescendo and Decrescendo, the 
forner with a V and the latter by a C (actually the C represented a 
Crescendo follOW1:d by a D:i.muendo). In 1676, Mace, in his "Musick's 
l>Dmment," indicated dynamic contf:ast by Io (loud) and So (soft). ·The 
34G. Girdlestone, Jean-Phillipe Rarreau, His Life and w:>rk 
(london, 1957). 
3~: The statement of amusical phrase in Forte and 
imnediately restating it in Piano. 
36stile Concertato: Seventeenth century treatnent of one 
section against another in a concerto like manner displaying bravura 
and virtuoso characteristics. · 
37stile Concitato: Style of dramatic expression and excite-
nent in instrunental perfonnance invented by Claudio l>Dnteverdi. 
m::Jdern manner of incorporating all of these signs was cultivated by the 
rrembers of the M:mnheim School. It was here, in M:mnheim, that the 
dynamic effects were .developed for the purpose of orchestral coloring 
and of climactic and anticlimactic effects. 
The Influence of the M:mnhein School 
DLiring the reign of Duke carl Theodore, 38 a group of musicians 
which fonned the palentine' s court orchestra was referred to as the 
M:mnheim School. This was not a group of canposers but rather of con-
ductors and performers, especially violinists. The founder of this 
school was Johann Wenzel Stamitz. sane of the main fedtures of the 
M:mnheim School were to have been perfect team-work, fiery and expres-
sive execution, unifm:m bowing, exciting dynari\ic effects, accuracy in 
phrasing in orchestral performance,, melodic prominance of the violins, 
harmonic writing as opposed to contrapuntal, no imitation or fugal 
style writing, presto character of quick novements, long and extended 
crescendo and decrescendo devices, unexpected fortes and fortissimos, 
general rests, broken chords, orchestral effects of trenolo, fully 
written out orchestral parts and the abandonment of thorough-bass. 
~ey, 39 in 1772, called the orchestra an ailTlY of generals. Stamitz 
was the first canposer to establish the Allegro - Andante -- Minuet --
• 
· · Presto sequence in the orchestra and gave important and conspicuous 
tasks to the wind instruirents in general. 
Che can easily see that in order to have an orchestra with all 
of the attributes of the M:mnheim School, a need for much instruction 
and "direction giving" w:)Uld have been necessary in its music in order 
38Duke carl Theodor (1743-1778) of Mannheim, Germany. 
39Charles Burney, General History of Music (lDndon, 1775). 
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to have such a unifonn orchestra. 'lbe use of agogic tenns would un-
doubtedly have been necessary to have the orchestra a tightly 'V.I:J\Ten 
unit function as proficiently as it did. It is :irrportant to renanber 
that the Mannheirn School was a group of instnmentalists and conductors 
-- not oomposers. 'lbose agogic tenns and other directions which were 
added to the IIUlsic scores and instnmental. parts in their possession 
were an historical first. As a matter of fact, when canposers carre to 
the court to hear this orchestra perfonn in a style which was so ob-
viously peculiar to them only, they becarre influenced themselves and 
subsequently wrote in the IIUlsic, which they were to canpose at a later 
date, precisely those "agogic expressions" which they had heard in a 
IIUlSical performance at the palantine court previously. 
'lbe main features of the orchestra as discussed definitely 
imply agogic tenns and phrases that ....ere inserted in the score and 
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parts to enable the orchestra to. accooplish those attributes for which 
they were so well renowned. 'lbese devices of expression such as (FF) 
"Fortissimo" and (PP) "Pianissimo," long Crescendos and Decrescendos 
frequently appeared in the IIUlSic. Although these devices were exploited 
by this school and saretirnes their use was not necessarily justified by 
the IIUlsic, an equal and ca~q?lete rrerging of the two, Carq;lOSi tion and 
expression, were reached in the rrn.lsic of Haydn, M:>zart, Beethoven and 
Schubert. During the follCMing Rcmmtic Period the possibilities of 
expression were exploited to the fullest extent. Ccrnposers invented 
an enornous number of devices, nuanees, tenns, expressions, and phrases 
to describe these new "possibilities" of subtle expression. Although 
the new possibilities were nurrerous, one IIUlSt realize that for each 
descriptive tenn which the Carq;lOSer used, there ....ere a IIUlltitude of 
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J:X)Ssibilities which the perfomer can draw UJ:X)n to satisfy the full 
gamut of exp:ression which might be indigenous to the teJ:m and the llUlSic 
as they relate to each other. Therefore, these teJ:ms which are supposed 
to aid can easily confuse the perfomer or obscure the c:cmposer's inten-
tions unless there is a camon musical ground shared by both c:cmposer . 
and perfomer. So .much for history. 
It is with this intent that this ocmpendium was canpiled: to 
broaden the camon ground shared by the canposer and perfomer by having 
available additional. synonyms fran which the canposer could select his 
terms and also. fran which the perfomer could seek out and canpare 
additional maanings and synonyms for these tenris. This \\10Uld essentially 
limit the scope of a single teJ:m's nebulous maan.ings and help to define 
it 100re precisely. 
Classification and Usage of the Conpendium 
This ocmpendium is divided into four sections. 
section one: ITALIAN - FRENO! - GERMAN - ENGLISH 
section 1:\\U: ·' FRENQI - ITALIAN - · GERMAN - ENGLISH 
Section three: GERMAN - ITALIAN - FRENQI - ENGLISH 
section four: ENGLISH - ITALIAN- FRENOI - GERMAN 
Each page is subdivided into four oolU!IUls. In the first oolU!IUl 
· of each foreign language section every IDrd, ·phrase, or agogic tenn 
which ~ppears will have its English translation in the fourth colU!IUl. 
·In the second and third ool=s will appear the IDrd, phrase, or tenn's 
equivalents in the 1:\\U other languages whenever possible. Because many 
\'lOrds are not directly translatable into another language, additional 
synonyms appear frequently in each separate language oolU!IUl.. It is 
therefore suggested that when a .'1\Urd' s equivalent is being ~ht in 
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another language, each synonym's definition· should be looked up in its 
separate language section for its particular definition. For exarrple: 
if one were looking for a \'.Ord in Italian whose meaning was "dying away" 
- first, refer to the English section and after finding "dying away" 
proceed to look up the other \'.Ords in the adjacent column containing the 
Italian equivalents and synonyms. One \'.OUld then discover: 
MJrendo - dying away 
Perdendosi - gradually decreasing the tone and the 
time, dying away, becaning extinct. 
Snorzando - extinguishing, dying away 
Sperdendosi - fading out 
Spirante - expiring, dying away 
Stinguendo - fading out, extinguishing 
Diluendo - diminishing and gradual dying away of 
the tone until extinct 
Estinguendo - extinguishing, dying away 
Deficiendo - dying away 
Mancando - decreasing, dying away 
and, the specific descriptive tenn that was wanted could then be 
selected fran those that were available. 
Section four is a bank of tenns containing nearly all of the 
foreign \'.Ords and phrases which appear in this canpendium along with· 
their EngliSh equivalents. Its arrangement appears alphabetically in 
. _., ... ' 
English •. 
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A bene "placito 
FRENCH GERMAN 
A Zu 
Mesure, _a la mesure Masige Viertel, 
Abgemessen 
Prendre garde, Acht Geben 
faire attention 
Abandonne ,· libremen t Frei, ungebunden 
Vehemence; fougelix, Heftig, Heftigkeit 
arderriment 
(see: Abbandonatamente) 









By, for, to, at, in 















A volante, ~ plaisir Gutdunken Freedom of perform-
























En accelerant, hater,Rascher, Eilen, Becoming faster 











S'accorder, accorder Anstimmen, Stimmen 
(see: Accordano) 
Accord Akkord 
Accent or emphasis 
of certain notes 
Acci.dentals 
Bound, slur, tied, 
joined together 
Tuning 




Acoustique Akustik, Klanglehre Acoustics, science 
of sound 



































Gai, arnusant, joy- Belustigend, 





slow tempo, faster 









Adeux Zwei-gesang Two voices or 
instruments 
Plaisant, doucement Angenehm, Gefallig, Pleasing manner 
Hoflich, Hold · 





























, , . 
Emu, emot1on Empfindung 
Affectueux, tendre- Affekt 
ment 
Rauque 
·n•une maniere affli- Betrilbt 
. geante, avec douleur 
Hate,· empresse, 
precipite 




























·the time; accelerate 
Lightly and easily 















.AgitEt e passionnd 
Piquant, aigu 
Ai, al, all, alla, Le 
alle, agli • · 
Alcuna licenza, .con. Permission 
Alcuno Quelque, quelques 
Allargando Elargissant 
GERMAN ENGLISH 



























louder and slower 





























agilement, tout ~ 















Sehr lebhaft und 
lustig 






Light and cheerful 







V~ry lively and fast 
Slowing, relaxing 
giving way, slack-




Al ·' p~u 












































strictness as to 
time 



















Ancora piu adagio 














Encore plus lente 





A vide, ouvert 















Mass'ig im Zeitmas 
Belebt, Erweckung 










Repeat, once more 
Again somewhat 
slower 























. A rigore di tempo 
FRENCH GERMAN 
S'attire impassionJ Leidenschaftlich 
treibend 
A peine entendu Unmerklich 



















drawn out, also full 
legato 







KUhn, Keck, Takt, 
Dreist, Ungezwungen 
Sehrisucht, inbrunst 




Bold with energy 
. 




























Melodik Melodious, graceful, 
a short piece in the 


























consonance of tone 
In tempo 
ITALIAN FRENCH 
Attacca Aller, .continuer 
Attaccare Attaquer 
Audace .. Hardiment 































FRENCH GERMAN ENGLISH 
. 






Bieri articule{ Deutlich phrasiert 
Sacre, solennel, Feierlich 
· serieux 













'Muthig, Mutig · 
Stagering, uncer-
tain) 
Deep, low, profound 




Holy, solemn mood 












































Devenant doux mais 









straff in Tempo 
Pressieren 
Fassung, Gelassen 



















ing, usually getting 
slower 
Getting gradually 








Flowing, with easy 
gentl~ progression 
Singing, singable 


















Head, top, thrust 
Capricious 
Caricato, caricatura Caricature Karikatur Caricature, exag-
. gerate 















agilement, tout a 






Untauglich Bad, unfit 
Ritterlich und Knightly and gallant 
gallant 
Feiern, Zelebrieren To celebrate, famous 
extol, praise 
. 
















:. : Come da lontano 




FRENCH GERMAN ENGLISH 
.. Net, clair, nette-
ment 
Klar, KUi.rlich, Clear, pure tone 













Conune par le passe 
Conunericer, commence-· 






Wie ganz vonferne 
Erstes Zeitmas, 










As, ].ike, the same 
as 
As if from the dis-
tance 
In the same time 
as the first 
. 
As at the beginning 








' .. Concitato 
. ' 
Con fuoco 
· 'Con molto slancio 
Con molto brio 
Con moto 
Con moto mosso 
Con motomosso molto 
FRENCH 














Plaisant, doucemerit Angeriehm, Gefallig, Pleasing 
Hoflich, Hold · 
Avec Mit With 
Agi te', inquiet 
Avec feuyant 





















With much spirit 










Con tenerezza __ 
Contrappunto 
Corona 
. . ~ ~- . 





























Crescendo poco apoco Enfler peu a peu, Anschwellend 
crescendo peu a peu 
Crescente Croissant Wachsend 
ENGLISH 
Consoling manner 
With a pointed 
Sound always 
Country-like, rustic 
To count or rest 






Increasing the tone 
Increase ·then dimin-
ish the ·tone 
Increase the tone 






























De, del, .del·a, des 
>Renvoir 















By, .from, for, 
. throu.gh 
Repeat from the 
beg :inning 
In tune, in accord 
in h;ariitony 
From the, by the, 
of the 
Repeat from the 
sigrn 





















































Wuterid Delirium, frenzied 






























. gai,. gaillarde 
:Majeste, largemerit 
PeU: a peu 
GERMAN ENGLISH 
Klar, Kl~rlich, Clearly 
Rein, Reiter, Hell, 
DeU:tlich·,· Nett 
Plotzlich At once, instantly 
suddenly · 
Schwer Difficult 








By ~egrees, step 
by :step 
{see: Deficiendo) D~nishing and a 
g+&dual dying away 
Estompe, en dimin-



























Encore Wie vorher 







Desaccorde, -.r, Distoniren, 
















Ane'Wl,, once mor~, 
again 
At once, instantly 
suddl.enly 
Quietly 
By ~eaps or by skips 




Dissonant, out of 
tune, discordant 
ciear, distinct 
A light and easy 
composition; 
amusing 
To be divided into 
U1 
w 













D~tresse, douleur, Betrlibt, Schroer 
douloureaux, d'une 
maniere affligeante 
Douce, doucement, Zart, Suss 
doux, adoucir 
Dolent, doloureaux, Schmeizhaft 
luttuoso, douleur, 
triste 
Douloureaux, dolent, Schmerzhaft 
lugubre 
Coup de langue 
double 




Doppelt so schriell 
Drama tisch 
.D~tresse, douleur, Betrubt, Schroer 
douloureaux, d'une 
maniere, affligeante 










Twice as fast 
Dramatic 





















































Effect; effect of 



























































































dying away . 
Extinct (ppp) , 




























fermate, point de 























































Filer le son, port~, Getragen, gezogen 
Port~e, port de voix 
Fier 
Fin, 
























Feeble, weak, faint 





















Frullato Coup de langue roule' 
Funerale Funebre 
Fuoco Feu 





























































Joyousement, enJOUe, Lustig, Heiter 
allegrement 
Plaisant Launig 
R~joui, jubilant Jubelnd 







































































Gradually, step by 
step, little by 
little 























character and speed 
"' ....
ITALIAN 





















Importance, pesant Bedeutend 

















































































At a distance 
Innocently; in an 
art1ess and simple 
st:y1e 



















' Tout a coup 

































Rather fast and 
restless 
Undecided in style 
Inspiration, en-
thusiasm 












.Lc.:. LaJ:"gO ma non: troppo 



























Largely; full free 
in style 
Slow but not too 
much 
Rather slow 




Aimable, elegamment, Anmuthig, Gunst, 







- :Lene, leno 
Lentamente 
-Len tan do 
Lento 





Leggero grazioso e 
veloce 
· Lento da principia, 
poi stringendo 
sempre piu fino at 
rapidissimo 
FRENCH 








Light, nimble, quick 















Slow, tardy, slack 
, ' Legerement avec 
velocite' 






, ' Legerement, 
. gracieux 
velocite Leicht spielend, 
sehr rasch 
Legerement, gracieux Locker, zierlich 
et avec velocite geschwind 
Lente du commence-
ment puis a cutez 




ender bis hastig 





and with velocity 
Slow from the be-
ginning then in-
. crease until the 

















Mais pas trop lent Masig langsam 
Agilit~ Beweglichkeit 
Vif, vive, eveille, Lrbhaft, Munter 
avec allegresse 
Eloigner Wegschaffen 
Librement Frei, Ungebunden 
Aise 





Doux, un~, egal, 












Slow:J .. y but not too 
Agi].:i ty, quickness 
LiveJly, nimbly, 
qui elk 








The same tempo 
Plruce, or return to 





























































Martele, le marte:lle Das Martellato 
Martial Kriegerisch 







Martial; in the 
style of a march 































Moitie, moins, demi Halb, Hemi 
Militairement Militarisch 
D'un air menacant Drohend 
Mysterieux Geheimnisvol 
Me sure Takt 
' Mesure, a la mesure Masige Viertel, 
Mod~re' 
Abgemessen 


























Moderato non troppo 
- .. Mcilto tenuto 
















Doux, .empater les 
sons, doucement, 
douce, adoucir, 


































With a gentle 
murmuring sound 
Moved 




Movimento di marche 
Motet to 





Movement de marche 
Motet 
Mouvemerit 













Same speed as what 
has. gone before 
Mouvement perpetuel Bestandige Bewegung Perpetual motion 













Non troppo brillante 










Non, non pas 
Ne trainez pas 
Pas trop 
Pas trop 






Rein, Heiter, Hell, 








Nicht zu brillant 
Neu 
ENGLISH 
In a declamatory 
manner 











Do liilOt drag 
Not too much 
Not .too much 
Not too brilliant 
New·., newly, _again 
ITALIAN 

























































D'une maniere affli- BetrUbt 
_geante, avec douleur 
Pause,· silence,· 

































Peureux, -euse. Furchtsam 
' 
Douleur, douloureaux Schmerzhaft 
Modere, perisivement. Bedachtig 
Pour Fiir 
(see: Deficiendo) 
Pesant, lourd Hanebi.ichen, Schwer, 
wuchtig. 
A plaisir Belieberi 
Plaisant, doucenient Angeriehm, Gefallig, 
Haflich, Hold. · · 
(see:· Piacev'ole) 
Dolent, funebre, 
elegiaque, lugubre ,· 
triste. 










the tone and the time; 








































plaintif, dolerit. , 
Aigr~m~rit Scharf, Rauh 
Petit Klein 
Plein pleine, nourri Volltonig 
(bien) 
Do lent Mitleid 
Pitie, compassion Mitleid 
Plus Mehr 
Plus lent Etwas lang sam 
Plus mouvemerit Immer Bewegung 
Plus mouvement Immer Bewegung 




























Poco a poco 
Poco con moto 
Poderoso 
Poggi a to 
Poi 
Poi a poi 
FRENCH GERMAN 
Superiore, plus haut Ober 
Pine<! 
'l'!;anquille, calme 
Placide, calme ,· 
tranquille 
Le moins possible 
Effleurer 
Un peu, petit, peu 
. ' . Peu a peu, _a petJ. t, 
Graduellerrient. 


























To touch very 
little. 
Little, small 



























Ampo~l4 Pompos, Prachtig, 
Prach tvoll. 
Pes·ant, lourd Schwer 
Portd, port~e, prot Getragen, Gezogen 
de voix. 
Pupitre Pult 
Porte, portee, prot Getragen, Gezogen 
de voix 
Puissant, fort Machtig 
Possible Possible 
Puissant, fort Kraftig 
Avante, avant Vorher 





Carrying the tone 
from note to note 
without gaps. 
Music stand or 
desk. 
Carr.ied, a manner 
of performance be-




Full. of energy, 






Prima Vista Premiere vue 











Point, the top, 
















Assez vite Bewegt, Ziemlich 
schnell 
Quasi cadensa Im Stile einer 
Kadenz 
Quasi echo Quasi echo 
Presque demi fois Beinahe dopplet 
so langsam 
Quasi rallentissez Etwas zuruckhaltend 
Ce, pet, .cette, .ces Dies· 
ENGLISH 
As if, like, almost 
Rather fast 
In the style of a 
cadenza 
Like ·an echo 















Rapido e brillante 

























gentler, calming down, 
dolce. 
To double, usually 
in the lower octave. 
Restrain, putting on 
the brakes, checking 
the speed. 








Rapide que possible 
aussi 
Aufserst rasch. very rapidly. 
Rasch, Schnell. Rapid, quick, swift. 
Rasch und glanzend Rapid and brilliant. 




ITALIAN FRENCH GERMAN 
Rapidamente (see: Rapido) 
Rattenere, rattenuto Rentenir, retenu, 
retenant, traine, 
en rallentissant. 

























Andachtig. in reeling. 
Renvoir Wiederholungszeichen Repeati send back to 
,/ -, . . . 
RepetJ.tJ.on, .encore. Wiederholung 
" . . . . Meme mouvement que 
precedement. 
Tempo wie vorher 
Requiem Exequiem 
Reduire Reduziereri 
Mesure, a la mesure Abgerriessen, Massig 
Viertel. 
the repeat sign. 
Repetition 
To take up again, 
the tempo. 
Masses for the dead. 
Reduced 
Rigor, with strict-
ness as to time. 























Vorher, Tempo wie 
vorher. 
Verstarkt 
Resonner, retentir. Ertoneri 
R~pl!tition, encore. Wiederholung 
Decide, decisif 
Combiner 
, • 1 
EveJ.lle 
Reteriir, retenu, 
















sumimg old tempo. 
Reinforcing; stress-
ing individual notes. 
To resound; to ring 
or echo. 
Repetition 
All ithe instruments 
other than the sole 
or principal instru-





Wakened up, animated. 



















Round; full in tone. 
Robbed, stolen; tak-
ing a portion of the 
value from one note 
and giving to another. 
Bauerisch, Landlich •· Rustic, rural. 

























Scivolando, scorrendo,Glisser, glissant, 

















Holy, solemn mood. 
Psahn 
Leaping 
Jerk or dash; with 
impetuosity. 
Scalbe 
Diminishing in the 
volume of tone. 





Loos·ely, in a free 
and ·easy manner, 
non,- legato. 
Sliding; gliding 

















Desaccorde, -r, Distonireri, 
dissonant, disco.rder Verstimrnen 
Fluidite, coulant, Fli.issig, Fliessend. 
facile. 





Sec, seche,· detache.· Kurz, Abloseri, 
Abs·etzen, Abs·tossen, 
Abgestossen. 
Suivez, erichainez. Folgen 
·Soutenu Andauernd, .Fort-
fahreri. 
Simple, net, Einfach 
nettement. 
ENGLISH 
To be out of tune. 
Gliding, freely_ _ 
flowing, fluent. 



















·' Sempre pl.u 
affrettando 





































































accenting a note. 
Very lightly, like 
a vanishing smoke 
ring. 
Sfumatura Nuances Nuance Subtle modifications 
of intensity, tempo, 
touch,· timbre and 
phrasing. 
Sgambato, sgambetto. De style ~puisant. Ermattet In a weary style. 








Similaire, assonant. Ahrilich, Ebenfalls. Simi1ar, in a like 
manner. 
A la fin Auts derri Ende To the end, .as far 
as the end. 
Soupirant Seufzerid Sobbingly 
A, a la An To, as tar as, until. 
Il suit Folgeri It tollows. 
Il se tait Schweigeri It keeps silent 









































































































MoveEent to be played 
































































. gently, muted. 
Sustained 
Under, below. 















































Rein, Reiter, Hell, 
Deutlich, Nett. 
Gew'iss, Standhaft. 



































































To work hard, hold 
back and every note 













A concluding passage, 
code or finale, taken 
in quicker time to 










Son percant, haut, 
aigrement, strident, 
glapissant, aigu. 




pressante, serrant, , 
serre. 
Doux, uni, egal, 
Empater les sons. 





. Tout a coup, 
soudainement. 
Chuchotement, a 





















Squeezing, the note 
fol1owing one an-
















V 'f '1"' / 1 , .ce erJ.te, 
agilement. 
GERMAN ENGLISH 
Etwachen, Erwecker. To wake up, arouse, 
stir. 






































Tempo wie vorher, 
Zuriick. 
ENGLISH 
To be silent 
So much, as much, 
but don't over do it. 
Slow, slowing, 
gradually. 








The £irst or 
original tempo. 


























Tenu, _tenue ,· sou-
tenir. 
GERMAN 












Tendu, _avec tension. Straff 
Tenu, soutenir, 
















Held, sustained to 



























































































































Sounds are to be 
cut short. 
Too much i too. 
Tumultuous, riotous, 
violent. 
Bothi .two, second. 





On poco mosso, 
umoristico. 
On poco mosso, 


























A little moved, 
humoristically. 
A little moved but 
not brilliant. 






























Gehen Go on, on. 





Onduliren Vacilating, wavering, 
vibrate, also irreg-
ular in time. 
Unbes.timmt Vague, rambling, 
uncertain, as to 
time or expression. 
Dampfartig Vaporously, hazy, 
misty. 






sounding as if 





















Avec brilliance et 
velocite. 
Tres vif et 
etincelant. 
Bien l~gohement 









Aimable, elegammerit, Anmuthig, Gunst, 
. gracieux, gracieuse. Zierlich, Grazie. 
Balancement, ondule, Zitternd, Bebung, 
vacillant. Beben, Sting. 
Vigueur, gaillarde, 
fortement. 
' I Vehemence 
Mouv~ violemment 
Vite, vitemerit, vif, 















Much ·velocity and 
sparkle. 











































Very vivacious and 
sparkling. 
Bright, vivacious, 
. glaring, lively. 
Flying 
Flight; run, a rapid 


























' A demi jeu 
\ 




. Abandono Frei, Ungebunden . 







Accordano, accord- Anstimmeri, Stimmen. 
are. 
Accidenti Versetzungszeichen 
Accento, enfasi Emphase, Markiert. 
appoggiando. 
Mezzo forte, bis- ·Gehaucht, Lispelnd. 
biglio, sussurando. 
(see: A demi jou} 
A due 











Brace to connect 
two or more staves. 





With half the power 




For two instruments 
or voices·. 







AgitJ a passionn/ 
Agre'me'nts 
- ' Aigrement 


























Vivace,· vivo, vita- · Frisch 
mente,. gagliardo. 
Tempo giusto, al 
rigor di tempo, 











. grace notes. 
Sourly, bitterly, 

















Am us ant 
ITALIAN GERMAN 
Allegremente, Lustig, Reiter 
allegro, di gala, 
allegria, allegrezza, 
giocondo, festoso. 
Va, attacca Geheri 
Stirando, stiracchi- Nachlassend, 
ato, rallentando. Stockend. 






















Cheerful, gay, bright. 
Go, go on. 























• Apremiere vue 
ITALIAN GERMAN 
Timoroso Zogernd 
Paventato, paventoso Angst 
Troppo pacifico 
Appena 
Poco a poco, 
gradualmente. 




. A pia cere,· bene 
. placito. 



















Little by little, 
gradually. 
Exactitude of tempo. 
Emphasized; also 
ful]. legato. 
At ~ill, at pleasure, 
Ad JL.ibi tum . 




Rauh, Hart-klingend. Harsh, hard, rough. 



























Ardent, _with fire, 
vehemence. 










Quasi allegro, moto, Bewegt, Zierrilich, 
con moto. Schnell. 
Simili, assonanza. Ahrilich, Ebenfalls 
Sordo Dump£, Dump fig 
Indica to Gewiss 




Doub1e tongue on 
flute; rapid 










__ ~ttaquer __ 
. Au commencement 
Audace 











































At the beginning. 
Audacious, dashing. 









Auserst lebhaft und 
glanzend. 
Betrubt, Schroer. 
With much spirit. 
With brilliance and 
velocity. 








A . ' vee pass~one 
expression. 





Spirituoso Beseelt, Geistvoll, 
Geistreich, 
Seelenvoll. 
Con fuoco, ardente Feuer 
Possente, poderoso, Kraftig 
force. 














Spirituoso Beseelt, Geistvoll, Soulfully 
Geistreich, 
Seelenvoll. 
A piacere, bene pla- Belieben, Wunsch. 
cito. 
Aperto Eroffnung 






















Tremolo, vacillando·, Zi ttern, tremolo, 


































Twice, saine as, 
notes or passages 

































Sordo, sordino, Dumpf, dumpfig, 
coperto, sordamente. dampfen, dampfer. 
Bocca chiusa Brummton 
Bravura Bravur, Beherzt, 
Herzhaft, Heftig, 
Muthig, Mutig. · 
Brillante, slancio. Brillant, Glanzend. 




















Vaporoso, velato. Dampfartig, Durtig. Hazy, misty, veiled, 
sombre, obscure. 






























stirando, stiracchi- Nachlassend, Stock-





































































Chiaramente, chiara, Klar, Klarlich, 
nettamente, dichiara,Rein, Heiter, Hell, 
distinto, squillante,Delitlich, Nett. 
aperto. 
Coda coda 
Bravura Bravur, Beherz 
Herzhaft, Muthig. 
Buffo ' Komisch 























ITALIAN GERMAN ENGLISH 
Quasi Wie As i.£, almost. 
Al solito, solito. Gewohnt As usual 
Cominciare, incomin- Anfang, Eintretend, To begin; conunence. 























(see: Charmant) Hearty, charming, 
tender. 
Consolante, consola- Trostlich Cheering, consoling 
tamente. manner. 









Gebunderi, Geschleift,Slur; a group of 
Ligatur, Schleife- notes connected by 
zeichen, Legatobogen.~lur. 
Scivolando, legato, Gebunden 
accoppiato, glis-
Slur or glide over. 
sando, sdrucciolando, 
scorrendo. 





































Accordare, accordano Anstimmen, Stimmen. 
Venuto da, divenire. Werden 




















De plus en plus vite. Ancora piu mosso Immer Schnell. 
ENGLISH 






































To get out of tune. 
Descendere Abstammen To descend. · 
Ardore, desiderio Sehnsucht Desire, longing, 
ardor, fervor·. 
Staccato Abstossen, Kurz,. Detached, staccato. 
Gestossen, Absetzen, 
Abges·tossen. 
Appennato Elend Distress, grief, 
trouble. 
Due Zwei Two,· both, second·. 
Devozione Demuthsvoll, Devotion 
Andacht 
Diatonico Diatonisch Diatonic 
Pesante, ponderoso. Schwer Difficult 
Morendo, perdendosi, Hinsterbend, Erlo-
smorzando, sperderi- schend, Ersterbend, 























































To be out of tune. 
Disposition; humor, 
mood, temperament. 























Drarnrnatico Drama tisch 
Afflitto, patirnento, Betrlibt 
doglia. 
Abbandono, dolce, Ausdruck, Zart, 
·affetuoso, con Zartlichkeit, 
tenerezza, espress- Expressif, Innig. 
ivo, tinto, sensibile 
senti to. 




























Pochino tocco Sehr Leichthin 
Equalmente, equabile Gleich 
giusto, uguale, 
· eguale. 











Step or degree of 
the scale. 
Echo 
Outburst, with dash, 
brillancy. 
Effect, the effect of 
music on audience. 













' I • Eleg~e 
Embouchure 










































Ver~ smooth legato. 
































Altra, altro, altri. Belebt, erweckung 
Diminuendo Abnehmerid 
Energico, vigoroso.' Energish, Nack-
driicklich. 




























































Morendo, Perdendosi, Hinsterbend, Erlo-
smorzando, sperden- schend, Ersterbend, 
dosi, spirante, Schrnelzend, Sterben 
stinguendo, diluendo,Verhallend, 
estinguendo, defic- Verschwindend, Ent-


































































- . __ , 
(see·:· eteindre) 
ENGLISH 






Exact on tempo 
and rhythm. 
Exa1:ted, excited 































Ungezwungen, Muhelos Light, easy. 
Getmutlich. 
Ungezwungeri, Gemii- Easily, fluently. 
tlich, Mune los. 
Leise Feeble, weak, faint. 
Acht Geben. Take care, pay 
attention. 
Fantasie Imagination, fancy, 
caprice, a specie 
of music. 
Ermattet Fatigue, weariness, 
very dragging. 
Prunkhaft Ostentatiously 
Falsett, Fistel, Falsetto 
Kopf-stimme. 
Falsch False, wrong, out 
of tune. · 


















I Frappant, Frappe. 
ITALIAN GERMAN 
Feroce Wild 







Fine, fin al. Ende 
Fluttuante Flottant 
gezogen. 
Caminando, fluido, Fllissig, Fliessend. 
scorrevole, volubile 
Tempo Zietmas, Takt, 
Ton-mass. 
Forzando, sforzando, Wuchtig 
sforzato, sforza. 
Smanioso, delirio, Wlitend 
frenetico, delirante 


















































































































Stridente, aspro, Rauh, Grell, 



































































Gewohnt Accustomed, usual. 
Fermate, Halt, Hold, pause. 
Aushaltungszeichen. 
Keck, Kuhn Audacious 
I 















































Indecis (see: incertain) 
Indicatif Indica to Andeuten 
Indignation Sdegno Zornig 













Indi:iLgna tion, pass ion, 
wra1i:h, irate. 





















































. - Juste 
ITALIAN GERMAN ENGLISH 
Lieto, allegrezza, 
allegria. 
Jovialisch, Freudig, Joy, happiness, 









rigore di tempo. 
Rejoui, jubilant. 
Bis 








Until, up to 







































Poco con moto mosso. Leicht bewegt.· 




Ful1, free in style, 




Light, thin, nimble. 
Lightly, slightly, 
nimbly. 
















Grave, largo, lento, Langsam 
tarde, tardamente, 
lentamente. · 










Gebunden, Geschleift,Slurred or tied. 
Ligatur, Schleife-
zeichen, Legatobogen 
Linea Linie Line of a staff. 
Sopra di rigo. Querstriche Leger lines. 
Lontano, indistanza. Fern-werk Distant, remote, 
a gr.eat way off. 
Loquace Geschwatzig Talkative 
Pesante, ponderoso. Hanebiichen, Schwer, Hea:wy 
Wuchtig. 



















Ma Aber, allein 
Lento rna non troppo Masig langsam. 




























































Lene, leno, morbido, 
past0$0, piano, 
























Same tempo as what 
has gone before. 





Fewer, less, least. 





impulse, the time 
of a piece. 
March movement. 
FRENCH ITALIAN 
Mouvement perpetuel. Moto perpetuo 









































Reim, Reiter, Hell, 
Deutlich, Nett. 
Edel 
Nocturnp, notturno. Notturno 
Spontaneo, libero, Ungezwungen 
facile. 
Non Nicht 
Rotondo, pieno, Volltonig 











. giving, natural. 
Not 
Ful1 rich tone 
Subtle modifications 
















Tenebroso, .cupo. An fang 
Tremolo, Zittern, tremolo, 
vacillando, vibrato. Bebung, Beben. 




Dark, gloomy, obscure 
Vibrate, tremor. 
Stormy, passionate. 
Abbellire, ornamento Verschone, Schmucken.Embellish 
Originale, primo. Urspriinglich Original, primitive. 
Sffoggiando Prunkhaft Ostentatiously 
Od, ovvero, ossia Oder ( Or, either, else. 
Altra, altro, altri. Anderer Other, another. 

















Parlando, parlante. Redend 
Partitura Partitur 









Moderato non troppo Massig bewegt. 
Dolente, dolore, Pathetisch 
patheticamente, 
patetico. 
Pausa Pause, Schweige 





A score, a full 
score of a compos-
ition for voices, 
instruments or both. 
Not too brilliant. 
Passion 
Pastoral 





FRENCH ITALIAN GERMAN 
Perpetuel Perpetuo Unaufhorlich 











Un poco, poi 



























Little, small, not 
much. 
Little, a little. 
























































and at the same 
time instead of 
arpeggiated. 
Flat, smooth. 






















































Carrying the tone 





Push on, speed up. 
Impetuosly, with 
precipitation. 




First part . 
. Pay attention, take 
care. 
Press on, get 










































Like a cadenza. 
Like an echo. 
Etwas Zuruckhaltend. Somewhat rallentando. 




















































Ill tempered, rage. 
To slow down, 





As rapidly as 
possible. 











































To dOuble, usually 
at t:Jhe ·octave. 




tiorn:al in feeling •. 
Roused up, stirred. 
To s.trengthen, to 
reirn:force, ·to increase 


























dare ,· _ritardando, 
stentare ,- trascin-







Halt, Fermate, Pause, caesura. 
Einhalt, Absatz, 
Aushaltungszeichen. 
Exequiem Obsequies, masses 
-for the dead. 
Fassung Res-igned, sub-
missive. 
Ertonen To resound, to 
reverberate. 
Herausheben To come out, to make 
a melody stand out. 
Aufhalten Ritard 




Ertonen To res·ound, re-
-echo. 





FRENCH ITALIAN GERMAN 
I Rhythme, Ritmico Rhythmisch 
rhythmique. 
Ritournelle, Ritornello Wiederaufnahme 
reprise. 





The burden of a 
song, Ritornello. 


























































Leap. jump, hop. 
Stacato, short. 
Emozione, corrunosso. Geriihrt, Empfindung. Moved in the 
emotional ·sense. 

















Divisi Kurz, A 
Sequenza Sequenz 
Seria, serio, serio Ernst, Gravitit 
samente,· gravita. 
















Alone, by oneself. 
Severe 
If, in case. 
To hiss, whistle. 
Sign 
Rests 
Silence (see: signes de ·silences·) Rest, silence. 
Similaire Simili, assonanza 
Simple Semplice 
.. 
Ahrilich ,· Ebenfalls 
Einfach 


























Lene, leno, .morbido 



















Stridente, as pro, Rauh ,· Grell, 
squillante, strillo. Schreiend. 
Sordo, sordino, Dump£, dumpfig, 
coperto, sordamente. dampfen, dampfer. 
Paventato, paventoso Angst 




































































Follow, attend, pursue, 
the accompaniment 
must be accommodated 









Superieur Supperiore, piu 
sopra, piu alto. 
Suppliant Supplicare 
Sur Sino, sopra, su, 


































































Held, sustained to 

















\ . . Tout. a coup 
Tout ensemble· 





























Placido, pacifico, Ruhig 
Tranquillo. 






Always a little 
hurried. 
Always lively 


























Molto, di molto. Sehr 
Accelerando assai Sehr Ddingend 
Venusto, vezzoso Schon 
Con moto mosso Sehr aufgeregt 
Molto moderato Sehr massig 
Molto slancio Grofsen Wurf 
Rapidissimo Aufserst rasch 
Molto tenuto Sehr gelhallen 
Molto vivo, vivace Sehr lebhaft 
Affli tto, dolente ,· Schnierzhaft 












































Un poco, poi. 








Smooth, even, equal. 
A little 






















Furioso, impetuoso, · 














































































At will, pleasure 











































fermat~, point de 










Detached, struck off, 
staccato. 






























I I I Detache, separez 
Prendre garde faire 
attention. 
Avec noblesse 
Irrequieto, inquieto Inquiet, agitd 
ENGLISH 




To detach the notes. 
Pay attention, 
to take care. 
With nobility. 
Anxiously, restless. 
Affettuoso Affectueux, tendre- With affection. 
ment. 
Passionate Fervour, passionne Fervo~; emotional 
state. 
Agitato, concitato, Agitd, inquiet Ag£tated, excited. 
inquieto. 
Simili, come, quasi. Conune, similaire. Similar, like, alike. 
Accordo Accord 






















Poco a poco, grad-
ualmente. 
Sino, sopra, su, 





Altra, altro, altri 
















Outre, encore un 
Indicatif 
Commencer, commence-



















































Tenu, tenue, souten- To hold on 
ir 
Coda Coda, appendix 

































Crescendo, spandendo Enfler 
ENGLISH 
Increase in sound; 
swe1l 
Accordare, accordano S'accorder, accorder To tune 




Sino, sopra, su, 





Brio, vivace, viva, 
vivido, lesto 




Similaire, assonant Similar 
Sur, en 
AgitEf, inquiet 
Agitd e passionn' 











Dwe1t upon, to stop, 
retard, keep back. 
To the, on the 























(As above) . 
Velocissimo e 
frizzante 





'filar la voce 
FRENCH 













Avec brilliance et 
velocite' 
Tenu, soutenir, 
filer le son 







































/ Couronne, fermata, 
halt, point d'orgue 
Diminuet, ~teindre, 
extincteur 




To hold on, to 
sustain a note 
Pause, hold, 
fermata 




























(same as Beben) 
Moderato, pensata- Mode!'rd, pensivement 
mente 
Importanza, pes ante Importance,· pes ant 




























































Comme, comme si 
presque 









A volante', a plaisir Ple~sure; at will; 







Hater, hatant, en 
acce'le'rant 
Avec expression, 














































Afflitto, patimento, D'une maniere affli- Afflicted, grieved, 
doglia geante, ave douleur distressed 
Concitato Remuer, exciter Roused up, stirred 
Agilmente, lestezza, Agile, agilement, 
spigliatezza agilite 
In an agile manner 
Mosso Remue Moved, rather fast 
Moto, con moto Mouvement Motion, movement 
Marcando, marcato Frappant, frappe Mark, accentuation 
Legato, accoppiato Lie,· liaison Tie, or bind 


















































































A, a la 
Re'ligieux, r'lig-
ieuse, devouement 
Chiaramente, aperto, Netternent 
dis tin to 
Beri articolato Bien articulef 
Tedesca,-o Allemand 










notes out; prolong 







Out of tune, dis-
sonant, discordent 











Deux fois vite 
Doppelter Zungenstoss Doppio colpo di 
lingua 

















Stringendo con agita-Serrant avec de 
zione l'agitation 
Tre Trois 

















Twice as fast 
Double tongued 
Dramatic 




























I A " Durete, dur, apre 
Arrache' 















Ebenfalls Simili, assonanza 
Echo Echeggiare, 
rintonare 
Edel Nobile, nobili ta 
Eilen Incalzando, accel-
erando, spedierite, · 
sollecitando 
Eindruck Impressionante 
Eindruckvoll, Effekt Effetto 
Ein, eine, einen Un, una, uno 












Similaire, assonant Simi1ar; likewise 
Echo 
Nob lenient 














hurrying, go faster 
Impression, striking, 
marking 
Effect; effect of 
music on audience 




' -Couronne, repos, Pause, stop 
fermate', point de 
repos, point d'orgue 





























merit, debuter, au 
cominericement 












To die away; to 
slacken the.time 
and diminish the 
tone 





































































































A vide,· ouvert, Opening, beginning, 
commencer, commence- commencing 




Prima volta Premi~re fois 
(see: Entschlafen) 

































un poco mosso 



































Some>-1ha t slower 
Little moved 
A little moved 
htimoristically 
Gradually slacken-




























Raddolcendo, calmato Tranquille, calme, 


















halt, point d'orgue 
Loin, lointain 
Vif I c~ldrite, 
agilement, tout a 











Holy; solemn mood 
Celebrate, famous, 
extol, praise 






















































































































Paveritato, paveritoso Peureaux,-elise 
ENGLISH 
To continue ~lith 



































Legato, tenuto, Lie, liaison 
accoppiato 
Allungare Allonger 
Piacevole, piaci- Plaisant, doucement 
mento, dolce, com-
piacevole, affabile 
Tenete, tenuto Tenu, teriue, 
soutenir 
Sussurrando Chuchotement, a 
demi voix, siffler 
Misterioso Mysterieux 







Bound, tied, slurred 










































Volee, fus~e, tours 
de force, roulade 
Doux, doucement, 
douce, adoucir, 





Scioltezza, spiglia- Ais~ 
tezza 




































































Meas;,ured, res trained, 














































' ' ' 
FRENCH ENGLISH 
Avec gout Tastefully 
Loquac Tal~ative 
Vif, cefle"ri te, Quic:Jk 
agilement, tout a 



















carr.ied from note 



































.mor- Doux, uni,· egal, 
enipater les sons 
Equalmente, equab-






Glissando, scorrerido,Glisser, glissant, 




out, carried from 









Ardemment, fougueux, Ardent 
Canto funebre 











































Son percant, haut, 
afgrement, strident, 




















































Moitie, moins, demi Hal£ 
Couronne, fermata, Pause, hold 




















veernente ,· violento 
























Allegro,· di gala, Joyousenient, enjoue ,· Cheerful, clear 
allegria, alleg'rezza,allegrement 









































































Dignita, maesta, Majeste', largement Dignity 
largo, nobilita, 
largemente 
Piacevole, piaci- Plaisant, doucement Pleasing style 
ment6, dolce, com-
piacevele, affabile 
Stridente AigU, strident, High, upper 
haut 













Humeur, disposition Disposition, humor, 
.temperament 
.Saut 
/ \ / ' Leger, legerment, 
agilement, vite 

















































· Hore livelier 
Always moved 
Always a little 
hurried 
Always lively 








Imposing in style 
Improvised 
Impetus 





























































































sono' sonevole ,· 
















































Possente, podeioso, · Puissant, fort 
forte 
Marziale Martial 


























































merit puis acutez 
jusqu'a a la fin 
tres rapide 
Plus lentement 
Volee, fuse'e, tours 










Slow from the 
beginning, then 
increase until the 
erid ito very rapidly 
Slower 



























ITALIAN FRENCH ENGLISH 
Calore Chaleur, chaleureux Warmth, color 
Canto funebre Chant funebre Funeral song, dirge 
Leg'gerezza, lieve- Leger, 1Efgerement, Light, nimble, facile 
mente, agevole, agilement, clair, 
leggier6, sciolteiza,facile 
facile 







Very lightly and 
gracefully 
Lightly 
Leg'gero veloce, gio- Leg'erement, velocit/ Lightly, velocity, 





































Locker und geschwind 
ITALIAN 
Tepido 
Lene, leno, morbido, 
pas to so, piano,· 
pianamerite, sorda,-
sordamente 
Un pochettino mosso 
















molle, son doux 
Un peu emu 
Un peu de mouvement 







demi voix, siffler 








A very little moved 
A little movement 
but not brilliant 
Caressing, tender 
Lovingly 
Group of notes 
connected by a slur 
Line of a staff 
. Lisping, whispering 
Very vivacious and 
sparkling 






ITALIAN FRENCH ENGLISH 
Leggero, grazioso e 
veloce . 
L~g~rement, gracieux Lightly, gracefully, 
et avec velocit~ and with velocity 


























































Lento rna non troppo Ma.is pas trop lent Slowly, but not too 
Tempo giusto, al 
rigor di tempo, ri-
gor, misurato, a 
· battuta 
Sominesso, · .vela to 
. \ 


















Mit grober Bravour 
Mit grofsem Wurf 
ITALIAN 
Piu 









Grave "il suono 
Moto, con moto 
Con suono sempre 
aguzzo 
Bravura 











Avec de petite 









Witlh slow speed 
and. solemnity 
Witlh motion 
Toujours de son aigu W'itfu a pointed 
sommd always 































Autant que possible As much as po:osible 
Langueux: Tired, languid 
Facile, facilement, Effortless 
commodement, aise 










































• I . Son ore, sonor~ te 
En ralleritissant 









Chiaramente, .chiara, Net, clair, nette-



























Nuovo, di nuovo Neu, nouveau 
Non Non, non pas 
Non· strascinato Ne trainez pas 
Non troppo Pas trop 
Non troppo brillante Pas si brilliant 
Ancora piu mosso 
Notturno 
Sfumatura 







Do not drag_ 
Not too 
Not too brilliant 










ITALIAN FRENCH ENGLISH 




Seriza Sans, dehors 











































fermat~, point de 













































Press on, get 




GERMAN ITALIAN FRENCH ENGLISH 
Qual Soffrire Douleur Pain. torment, agony 
Quasi echo Quasi eco Quasi echo Like an echo 
















vi tame rite, .tosto, 
veloce, yaceto,· 
·les.to, pres to 
FRENCH 
Vif, c~le'ri te', 
a,gilement, tout a 














































ITALIAN FRENCH ENGLISH 












Rhythme', rhythmique Rhythmic 
Pr~cis, exact Right, precise 
Chev'aleresque et 
. galamment 




































Piccante, strider:ite, Algrement 
as pro 




































ITALIAN FRENCH ENGLISH 




Douloureaux, dolent, Dolorous, .sorrowful 
Lugubre painful, grievous 












agilement, tout a 
coup, rapide,· vite, 
vitement, prompte-
merit 
Tres beau, joli 
Haut 
Andante'· 
Lene, lerio, piano, Faible, affaiblis-

































Tacere, silenzio Silence 
Crescendo,· spandendo Enf ler' 
Pesante, ponderoso Pesant, lourd 
Spirituoso Avec expression, 
avec sentiment 
Ardore, desideiio od'sir 
Molto, di mol to, Tres 
assai 
Con moto mosso Tres excito:f · 
Con moto mosso molto Tr~s mouvJ 
Accelerando assai 
Holto tenuto 
Holto vivo, vivace 
Allegro vivo 
1. '1 /. Trt:s acce ere 
Tres soutenir 
T;r:~s vif 






To swell in tone 











Very lively and 
fast 
























































very lightly and 
moved · 































































































Giusto, a rigore 
di tempo 
Severita 
Poco a poco, poi a 





Teriu, avec tension 
Exact, juste,'. 
aplomb 
/ ' Severe 
\ peu a peu 
Orageux 

























































Tempo primo, come 






























Time as before, re-
sume original speed 
Deep, lovl, profound 















Lagrimoso, lacriman- Larmoyant 
do 
Trasognata 




































Sopra, di sopra, su 








' Apperia A peine enteridu 
Un, una, uno Un 
_Imperturbile rmperturbile 





Above, over, .too 
Excessive, augmented, 
superfluous · 










Precipi tan do, . Precipi td,· fougueux Impetuous, stormy 
precipitate, slancio, 




























U.S.F. (Und so Fort) Simile 




commodement, aise' · 
A peine eriteridu. 
Inquietude,· sans 




I · I Decompose 
























And so fo;~;th 





















Calando, rna sempre 
a tempo 
Devenant doux mais 
gardant le tempo 









softer but always 
in tempo 
Loved, performed 
in a tender manner 






Abbellire, ornamento Ornement, agrements, Embe1lish 
broderies 
Traduzione Traduction, Transposition 
trans poser 
Accidenti Accidents Accidentals 



















Discordare, scordare ' I Desaccorde,-r, 
dissonant, discorder 
Disperato I • Desespo1r 
ENGLISH 
Out of tune, 
discordant 
Desperation 





Tout ~ fait 
Grandisonante, alti- Sonore, sonorit~ 
sono, sonevole, 
sonore, sonante 
Da Par, de 
Sollecitando A vance 
Avanti, prima Avante, avant 






By, of, from, on 
Forward 
Before 










































Un peu, petit, peu 
Mois 












Wide, breadth, ample 
A little 
Fewer 
As if, almost 
As. at the beginning 













Encore plus lente Again somewhat slower 
Repetition, encore Repetition 
Baton de reprise Repeat sign \\: =II 
Wieder-scal1 Eceggiare, rintonare Echo Echo 



















A piacere, bene pla-
cito 
Lointain 
I I , • Repetltlon, encore 
AntEfrieurement 
Fe'roce 





Plaintif, soupirant Plaintive 
do lent 
Force Forceful, heavy, 
v1eighty, ponderous 
' ' ' plaisir According to one's A volante, a 
will, Ad libitum 
GERl1AN ITALIAN 
wurde, wi.irdig Dignita, maesta, 
largo, nobilita, 
largemente 
wi.itend Furioso, con fuoco, 
furia 
























Amorevole, Caressant, douce, 






Affetuoso, abbandone Tendresse, express-
ion 





























































/ Courrouce, irrite' 
A A, en dans 
Sbalzo, ~sbalzato Saccade' 





















At, by, in, t·o, unto 
Jerk 
Increasing 
Going back to 
original tempo 
Holding back 

























Both, two, second 

























Un, una, uno 































accidents, Be'carre Versetzungszeichen 
Accorder, conceder Conc~rtiren 
Accoutume, habi tuer GewoUmt 
Acoustique Akus;.tik, Klanglehre 
Haut Schmeiend 
A piacere, A bene A volant/, a plaisir Belfueben, Wunsch 
placito, facoltative 
/ 







Affectueux, tendre- Affekt 
ment 







Agile (fleet, light 
nimble) 
Agility (quickness) 
doglia geante, avec douleur 
Poi, dopo 















Agitate,-d (excited, Agitate, concitato, Agitd, inquiet 
































ENGLISH ITALIAN FRENCH 
'Alike Equalmente, equabile Bgalement, egal 
A little 
A little moved 
humoristically 
A little movement 
but not brilliant 
All 
Un poco 
Un poco mosso, u-
moristico 
Un poco mosso, rna 
non brillante 
Tutti 
All the instruments Ripieni 
other than soloists 
and principals of 
each section 
Almost Quasi 
Almost twice as Quasi meta tempo 
slow 
Alone (solo, solely) Solo 
Aloofness (distance) Come da lontano, 
quasi eco 
Also, yet, repeat, 
(once more) 
Alternate p~ssage 




Un peu emu avec 
hllineur 
Un peu de mouvement 
mais pas eclatant 
Tout ensemble 
Comme, comme si 
presque 







Etwas lebhaft, mit 
Huma>!r' 




Beimahe dopplet so 
langr:sam 
Siclin, Allein 
Wie: ganz vonferne 


















































Et puis, ensuite 
Courrouct, irrite' 
Anime' 




















ITALIAN FRENCH GERMAN 
Paventato, paveritoso Anxiete', inquietude Angst 
Poco, alcuno Quelque, quelques Etwas 
Adagio appassionato passionement, douce Rezitativisch frei 
lente 
Coda Coda Anhang 
Ardente, Ardemment, fougueux Heftigkeit, Gluhend 
ardentemente 
Ardor (longing, de- Ardore 
sire, \'larmth,· fer-






As (like, same as) 







As before (as above) Come sopra 



















As far as the end 
As if, like, almost 
As if from the dis-
tance (aloofness) 
As much as possible 




As rapidily as is 
possible 








Come da Lontano, 
quasi eco 
Il piu possibile 
Fantasia 
Aspiratamente 
Prima, da prima 





As usual (accustomed) Al solito, solito 
As \vri tten, without 
embellishments or 
alteration 
Scriva, sta, come 
scritto 
FRENCH GER11AN 
Jusqu' a la fin So Weit wie Ende 
Comme, comme si Wie 
presque 
-
Lointain Wie ganz vonferne 
Autant que possible Moglichst 
Fantaisie Fantasie 
Aspiratif Trachtend 
Ante'rieuremerit Wie zuvov 





Comme d'ordinaire Gewolhnt 
Comme ecrit Schl:'eibtisch 
ENGLISH 
At 









A very little moved 
Awakened (aroused) 
ITALIAN FRENCH GER11AN 
A A, .en dans Auf, zu 
Di colto, di posta Tout a coup Plotzlich 
Attaccare Attaque:i Angreifen, einsatz 
Segue Suivez Folgen 








Aumentare, Eccedente Augment, accroitre 













Beat remains the 









Appena, con fil di- A peine entendu 
voce 
Stanghetta, vertic- Barre 
ale, linea divisore 
Misura Mesure 
Istesso tempo M~me mesure 
Venusto, vezzoso Tres beau, joli 
simpatico 
Venuto da divenire De venir 
Accelerando En accelerant 
Raddolcendo Radoucir 
Becoming louder (un- Spiegando, crescendo Enfler 
folding, swell) 
Becoming weaker Indebolendo, smorz- Affaiblissant 
ando , 
















Begin the next 
(go on) 































Strepitoso, violerito Bruit 
rumoroso 




Due,· tutt'e due, 
secondo 
Deux 



















Brace to connect Grappa 
two or more staves 
Breadth (ample)- Ampio 
Brightly (gaily) Allegramente 
Brilliant (dash, out- Brillante, slancio 
burst, sparkling) 






J.,;.: .. llant, eclat 
Rapprocher 


















louder and slower 
Allargando Elargissant, Eflargir Neig,umg 




Burden of a song 
Largo Largement 






Ritornello Ritournelle, reprise Wiederaufnahme 
ENGLISH ITALIAN FRENCH GERHAN 
But Ma Hais Aber, allein 
' By, for, to, .at, in A A Zu 
By, from, for, Da Par, de Von 
through 








Raddolcerido, calmato,Tranquille, calme, 













Caressing (tenderly) Accarezzevolment, 
carezzando, 
carezzovole 
Caricature (exagger- Caricato 
ate) 







Carrying the tone 
(sustained) 
Portamento, portato Porte', port~e, 





Cessare il suono Cesser de sonner 
Celebrare, solennizz-Cdle'brer 
are 
Cusura- cesure Repos 
Sorg!faltig 











ENGLISH ITALIAN FRENCH GER1-1AN 
Cheerful (gay, 
bright) 
Allegro, di gala, Joyousement, 
. , 




allegramente, gio- · 
condo,.· fes.toso 
Consolante, consola- Consolant 
tamente 














Strepito . Bruit 
Chiaramente, chiara, Net, clair, nette-
nettamente, dichiara merit 
distinto, squillante 
a per to 
Bocca chiusa Bouche fermJe 
Bruscamente Brusquement 
Coda Coda 
Freddo, freddamerite Froidement 
Raccolto Recueilli 














Come out; to make a 










·coda or finale, 
taken in quicker 
time 
Conclusion (end) 



















































Count, or rest while Contare 
other parts are 
playing 
Counterpoint Contrappunto 
Country-like (rustic) Contadinesco, 
rustico 
Courage,-ous (vir-





















































Declamatory manner Narrante ,· declamatio Declamatoire, 
narration 
Dedicated Dedicato 
Deep (low, profound) Basso, profondo 
Deeply moved 
Degrees (gradually, 
little by little) 
Molto commosso 
Poco a poco, poi a 
poi, di grado 
Bas 
/ emu 
Peu a peu 
Deliberately played 
at the same time 
and not arpeggiat-
ed 







































Die a•vay, slacken 
the time and di-
minish the tone 
(See: Extinctio of sound) 
Difficult (heavy in Pesante, ponderoso 
style, ponderous) 






























































· of sound) 

























ENGLISH ITALIAN FRENCH 








Lantana, indistanza Loin, lointain 
Distinct,-ly (clear) Chiaramente, aperto, Nettement 






Divisi, a due Diviser, se'parer 















piangevole ,· la,gnoso 
Soulourezux, dolent, Scruaerzhaft 
Lugubre 






Doppio colpo di 
lingua 
Ne trainez pas 
Redoublement 


































port de voix, 






Sorda,-o, sordamente,Amortir, sons 
sordino etouffes 



















Horen do, Perdendos i, Diminuet, e"teindre, 
























Easy in style 
Echo 
Effect (effect of 
music on audience) 




Elegy (dirge, ode, 
funeral song) 
ITALIAN FRENCH 









































ENGLISH ITl\LIAN FRENCH GERloiAN 



















Altra volta, ancore, 
replica, replicate, 
ripetizione 






















































Exact (in rhythm) 





Equalmente, equabile ,lgal, e'_.galement, 







































"' "' "' 
ENGLISH IT ALlAN 
Exercise or study 
some peculiar 
difficulty 














Expedient (speeding, Spediente 
hurrying) 
Precipit/, empresse: Eilen, Hastig, 





spacing notes out) 













Estinguendo, estinto,Eteint, e'teindre, 
spirante, sperdendosiextincteur·, dim-
diluendo, smorzando,· inuet 
stinguendo, morendo, 
pe~dendos i, s tinguen-























Assai, estremamen'ce Tres, beaucoup 
/ /. 
Esaltare, celebrare, Celebrer 
solennizzare 
GER.I"LAN 













caprice, a specie 
of music) 









Stinguendo, sperden- Eteint 


























































Fewer (less, least) Meno 
Fiery Focoso 
leno 
Fire, with Con fuoco, ardente 
Fixm (resolute, fix- Stabile, ferma 
ed, steady) 
First Pxima 
First part Prima parte 
First sight A prima vista 














A premiere ·vue 















Aufden ersten blick 
Erstes Zeitmas, 
Tempo wie vorher, 
Zurlick 
"' "' "' 
ENGLISH 
First time 
Flash (spark, short 
brilliant piece) 
Flat (smooth) 



























Camminando, fluido, Fluidite, coulant, 
scorrevole, yolubile facile 
Fluido Fluidite, facilement 
Frullato Coup de ·langue 
/ roule 
Volante, volata Volant 




























French (Fr. style) 
Frenzied (furious) 
Frivolous 
From, out of 
From the, by the, 
of the 
From the beginning 
ITALIAN 








A berie palacito, a 
piacere, abitrio 
A volante', a plaisir GutdJunken 




Smanioso, delirio, Forcene' 
frenetico, delirante 
Frivolo Frivole 
Da, per, di, dopo De 
Dal, dall', dalla, Du, del, dela, des 
dalle, dallo 








"' "' co 
ENGLISH 
Full lega'co 
Full of energy, 
(powerful, vig-
orous) 
Full score of a 
composition for 
voices, instru-



































































Getting faster and 
louder 
Getting gradually 




Calando, rna sempre 
a tempo 
FRENCH GEill1AN 
Gai, amusant, joy- Belustigend, 









Devenant doux mais 

































uant la force 
Stirando, stiracchi- Allonger, cedez 
a to 
Glad (joyous) Lieto Aise 





Go,. go on 
Glissando, scorrerido,Glisser, glissant, 
sci volando, scorrev- glissade·, couler 
ole, sdrucciolando 
Teriebroso, malincon- Obs·cur, sombre 
ia 














































Aimable, elegamment, Anmuthig, Gunst, 
gracieux, gracieuse Zierlich, Grazie 
· piacevole · 
Grace notes (embell- Gruppetti, fioriburi Agr~m~rits 
ishments) 
Gradually decrease 
the power of the 
tone 
Gradually dying 
away of tone until 
extinct 
decreascendo En diminuant la 
force, estompe 





the speed somewhat 
Gradual,-ly {little 
by little} 
Grand {great, large) 
Gravity 




Grim {with fire, 
furious) 
Grotesque 
Group of notes con-
nected by a slur 
Growing 
Growing broader, 
louder and slower 
ITALIAN 
Quasi rallentando 



























































Beherriien, tzigane Zigeuner 
ENGLISH ITAI.IAN 
Half Mezza, mezzo 




























Intimo, senti to 
FRENCH GEill1AN 
Moitie, moins, demi Halb, Hemi 
A demi voix Lispelnd 
Martele, le martelle Das Martellato 
Joie 




~ . ,.. . 
Empresse, hater, 
hate, h'1itant, 



















Heat (warmth) Calore 












Hes.itating (timorous) Timoroso, esitaJUerito Anonner 
paveritato, paventoso 
z()gernd 
High,-er (upper, stri-Striderite 



































Hold, to (sustain) 
Holy (solemn mood) 
























Teriete ,· tenuto Teriu, teriue, soutenirGeha1ten, Ausge-
halten, Anhalten, 
Aushalten 
Solenne ,· santo, Sacre',· solennel, 
sacro, benedetto serieux 
Saltando, salto Saut 












zando ,· soleci tan do, 







































A peine enteridu 
Iml(eiturbile 






Impetus Slancio Impulsion, vitesse 

















ENGLISH ITALIAN FRENCH 
Importance (heavy) Importanza, pesante Importance, pesant 
Imposing in style Imponente Imposant 
Impressive (striking, Impressionante 
marking) 
Improvised Improvvisare, alla 
mente 







Increase and then 














Increasing the tone 
(swell) 



























In, into, to, .within In 
Insouciance(careless) Negligerite, -za 
Inspiration 
(enthusiasm) 
Instantly (at once, 
suddenly) 
Instead of 
In tempo, in time 
In tempo somewh~t 
Inspirazione, en-
tusiasmo 




















Glei.chg"ul tigkei t 
Inspiration, erithou- Bege.isterung 
siasme 
Tout a coup 





Im 'Fact, Im 
Zeit:mas 
























Courrouce, irr i te 
IJ:'oniquement 




Si segue Il suit 
























Joyous (jovial,.glad- Lieto, allegrezza, 
ness) allegria 
Jubilant Giubbiloso 
Jump (leap, hop) Saltando, salto 




























Keynote (tonic) Tonica 
Kind (gentle, amiable)Amabile 














ENGLISH I'rALIAN FRENCH GERMAN 





Lameritoso,piagneyole Lamentable, soupir- Klagend 
pianto ant, plaintif, dol-
erit 
Languishing (languid, Languendo 
tired) 
Langueur 
Largely (broadly, Largemente,-o Largement 
slow and dignified) 
Last: (ultimate) Ultimo Dernier· 
Lasting (continuing) Continuare, seguit- soutenu 
are· 
Lead, to (begin, play Incominciando, capo, Debuter 
first, .commence) cominciare 
Lean on, lean upon, l'oggiato Appuyer 
dvlelt upon 
Leaping (by leaps, Di sal to, sal to, saut 
hop, jump) saltando 
Legato (slurred) Legato Liaison·, lie 




















Light and cheerful, 
· not as quick as 
allegro 
Ligh·t and easy in 
style 
Light and pleasing 
composition · 
Lightly (nimble) 











merite, agevole ,· 
leggiero,scioltezza, 
facile 
Leggero e ·veloce 



































Like an echo 
Like manner, in a 
(similar) 
Line of a staff 
Little, a little 
Little by little 










Simili, come, quasi Comme, similaire 
Quasi eco Quasi echo 
Simili 
Linea 
un poco, poi 
Poco a poco, 
. gra:dualmerite 
Con alcuna liceriza 
Un poco mosso 






Un peu, petit, peu 




Vif, vive, eveille, 
avec allegresse 
Ardeur 
Loquacious(talkative) Loquace Loquace 


















Loud (strong, vig- Forte 
orously) 
Lovable Amabile 
Lovingly (charming) Amorevole, amabile 
Lo\v (deep, profound) Bas so, profondo 
Lugubrious Lugubre 



















ENGLISH I'rALIAN FRENCH 
Mad,-ness (rage) Rabbio, furioso Furieux 
Majesty Maesta Majeste" 
Making music last 
longer 
Stirando, stiracchi- Cedez, allonger 
ato, ritardando 
Malicious Mali'zioso 
Hanner of performance Portato 
between legato and 
staccato 
March Marcia 
Ma:t:ked (accented, Marcando, 
emphasized) 
Martial (warlike) Harziale 
Hasses for the dead Esequie, 
(obsequies) 
Heasure (time, beat) Hi sura 
Heasured (in strict Misurato, 






































oe'tresse, melancolie Helancholie, 
Traurig 
Mello Pastoso 
Melodious (graceful, Melodico, _arioso 
short piece in the 








Helting (dying away, 
extinguishing) 
(see: extinguishing of sound) 



































Misty (hazy, veiled, Velato, vaporoso 
sombre, obscure) 
Moderately (toler- Hoderato 
ably) 
Moderate time Andante, tempo 
ordinaria 
Hodula-te, to Hodulare 
Monotony Honotonia 
Hore Piu 
ll!ore faster (still) Ancora piu mosso 
ll!ore livelier- Allegro assai 
Hore motion Piu mosso, piu moto 












Mass:iig im Zeitmas 
Ziem]_ich 




De plus en plus vite Immer schnell, Noch 
lebhafter 










Most, the Al piu, il piu 





Motion Hoto, con moto 
Moved Mosso 
Moved in the emotion- Emozione, commosso 
al sense 
Movement Movimento, moto, 
con· moto 
Movement to be play- Soave 
ed in a gentle; 




. . I 
Remue 







Flebile, lameritoso, Dolerit, funebre, 
dolerite, dolo:r:e, eh~giaque, lugubre 
Moving 












Traurig, trub, trUbe 
Bewegung 
Much (a great deal) Assai Beau coup, biem; tres Viel 
Much velocity and 
very lightly 
































Bouchee, amortir, Dumpf, abdampfen 



































































Notes of a passage 
to be repeated 
Not much (little, 
a little) 
Not too 
Not too brilliant 
Not too moderately 
Not tuned (untuned, 














D~tach~, sec, seche 





Non troppo brillante Pas si brilliant 




Pas trop mod.fre 































Of the, by the Degli, Del, dell, De 
della, delle, dello 
Of, ~lith, for, from, Di 
to 
Once more (again) Ancora, di nuovo 
Only Sol tanto 
On the, to the 
On, to 
Open,-ing 





Su, sopra, da 
Sino, sopra, su, 
sul, sull', ~ulla 
Aperto 



























Original time (first Tempo primo 
time) 
FRENCH 











Out of, from 
Out of: tune, to be 
Outside (stand out 
with emphasis) 
Over, above, too 
Sffoggiando Ostentation, 
fastueument 
Altra, altro, altri Outre 
Slancio E'clatant 
Fuori De 
Discordare, scordare Desaccorde,-r, 
dissonant,discorder 
Accento Dehors 





























































fermate, point de 
repos, point d'orgue 

























































































Play to the end 
Pleasant (good) 
Pleasing manner 











zoso, giochevole ,· 
giocoso 























Jouer au fin Durchspielen 
Plaisant, bien, Gut 
bon 
Plaisant, doucement Angenehm, Gefallig 
Haf]_ich, Hold 







































































(press on, getting 
faster and faster) 
Pretty (beautiful, 
handsome) 


















paniment must be 
accommodated to 
































Push on (speed up, 
accelerate) 
ITALIAN . FRENCH 
Pressando, pressante,Poussez, pressez, 





























Vif, c~le'ri te',· 
agilement, tout a 






























Rather fast and 
restless 
















Assez vite et agitd, 
Inquiet 
Quasi allegro, moto, Assez vite 
con moto 
Rather slow Largo un poco Assez lente 
































ENGLISH ITALIAN FRENCH 
Reciting(declamatory) Recitando, recitante Recitant 
recitative, narrante, 
dec lama to 




Rinforzando, rinfor- Renforcer 
zato, .rinforzo 
Relaxing (giving way, Allentamento 














Repeat from the 
beginning 




Ancora, altra volta, 
repetizione 
Da capo 





























I 't, . Repe ltlon, encore 
















Resuming old tempo 














signes de silences 
Me sure 
Irrequieto, inquieto Inquiet, agite 








































Robbed (stolen, tak- Rubato, tempo ruba:to 
ing a portion of 
the value of one 
note and giving 
to another) 
Roguish (playful,) 
Round, full in tone 






Resonner, retentir Ert'O,men 
Rhythm~, rhythmique Rhythmisch 
Precis, exact Richitig 
Me sure, a la me sure Abgermessen, 
Mass::ti.g Viertel 















Roused up (stirred) 



















Vol~e, fus~e, tours 




















Same sound (equal 
sound) 
Same speed as what 



























































Seda·te (steady) Composto, fermo, 
stabile 










Serious (gravity) Seria, serio, serio- Serieux, gravite' 
samente, gravita 




Settled (fixed, firm) Stabile Hardiment 
Shake (series of 





Volata I I Volee, fusee, rou-
lade, tremblement, 
tours ·de force 
Piccante, stridente, Aigrement 
as pro 























Slacken in speed 
lengthen the -
notes 
Slacken the speed 
Slide (slur) 
Sliding from one 
note to another 
Slightly (lightly) 
Slow 








Simple coup de 
langue 
Lent 
Stirando, stiracchi- Allonger, cedez, 
ato, rallentando en ralentissant 













Scivolando, scorren- Glisser, glissant 
do, sdrucciolando 
Lievemente Agilement, facile, 
l~ger, 16germent 







Grave 'il suono Grave avec solemnite Nit lbreiten Ton 






























Sighing (plaintive) Sospirante, sospire, Soupirant 
singhiozzando 
Seufzend 
Sign of Da capo Da capo 
Sign,-s Segno 
Silent (silence) Tacere, silenzio 
Similar (like, also, Simili, assonanza 
assonance) 
Simple (plain, neat) Schietto, semplice, 
liscio 
Sincere (cordial, Intimo 






Similaire, assonant Ahnlich, Ebenfalls 
Simple, net, Einfach 
nettement 
Intime Innig 





Slow from the be-
ginning then in-
crease until the 
end to very rapid-
ly 
Slowing 










Lento da principio, 
poi stringendo sem-






tardamen te·, tar do, 
rallentando 
Lento rna non troppo 
largo rna non troppo 
Tardo, tardamente 









ment puis a cutez 





ender bis hastig 
Ralentir, . rallentiss-Abschwellen 
ez · Breit 



















ENGLISH ITALIAN FRENCH 
Smoo·th (even, equal) Liscio, liscia, 
bido, spianato, 
strisciando 
mor- Doux, uni, egal, 




Solely - (alone) 
Solemn (holy) 







Solo (solo) Solo 
Sombre (obscure, Tenebroso, fosco, 
dark) cupo, oscure 
Some (any) Alcuno, poco 
somev1hat rallantando Quasi rallentando 
Somewhat slower Piu lento 
Somewhat more Piu piu 
So much,· but not too Tanto 
Doux, doucement, 
douce,· adoucir, 
molle, son doux 
Doucemerit, molle 
Solo, seul, seule 
Solerinel, sacnf, 
serieux 












San £:-It, Sanftmutig 
AlledLn, Sich 
Feieat:'lich 




















Spacing notes out 
ITALIAN FRENCH 
Sonata Sona·te 



























































Squeezing the notes, 
following one an-
other more and 
more quickly (urg-
ing and pressing 
forward) 
ITl\Lil\N ~:"RENCH GERJV\N 





ando, pressante · 
Celere, spediendo, 
solleci tando -




Vivace, vivo, gaio, 








celeri te', vi te, Pressieren 
vitement 
D'esprit Lebhaft, Mutig 






























Step or degree of 
scale 
Step style (\-.ialking 
pace) 



















Serrant avec de 
l'agitation 
















Tranquille, calme Gelassen, Still 
Remuer, exciter Bewegen 
ENGLISH 
Stolen, taking a 
portion of the 
value of one note 




























the music last 
longer (elongate) 









Severi ta, seye:r;'o 
Terripo giusto, al 
rigor di tempo, ri-
gor·, misurato, a 
battuta 
Stridente 
Striking (impression, Harcato, impress-
marking) ionante 












a note or chord 
·strongly blmvn wind 
instrwnents 
Struggle, to (\~ork 
hard, hold back) 
ITALIAN FRENCH 
Sforzando, sforzato, Saccadd 
forte, forzando 
Con tutto forza 
Stentare 









Study in the rapid-
ity of execution 
and endurance 
Hoto perpetuo Mouverrient perpetuel Bestandige, Bewegung 
Stun· (deafen, dull, 
·.: muffle) 
Style 
Style of a cadence 









Subtle modifications Sfumatura 
of intensity, tempo, 



































to ,· .sostenuto, en-
fasi, eriergico 
FRENCH 














filer le son 
Douce, doucement, 
doux, adoucir 
Swell (increase in .Crescendo, .spandendo Enfler 
sound, volume and 
tone) 




























fitting taste and 
speed) 
Tearful (lachrymose) 





















































Tiede, sans passion Lau~arm, 
Leidenschaftslos 
ENGLISH I'l'ALIAN 
Terrible (tremendous, .Tremendo 
dreadful) 
Then 
The time, tempo, 














Ce, cet, cette,· ces Dies: 
Modere ,· pensivement Bedachtig 
Threatening (menac-
ing) 




































To be divided into 
To descend 








Tempo prime, come 























































To take off (remove) 
To take more slowly 
(broaden) 
To take up again 
the tempo 
To the end 
To the, in the style 
of 
To the, on the 
To touch very 
lightly 
To tune (tuning) 
Touched (moved, 











Ai, al, all' alla, 












A la fin 
Le 













Tempo \vie vorher 
Aufs: dem Ende 













Tranquil (peaceful, Placido, pacifico, 























































Tlw (both second) Due Deux 
Two instruments to Unisono Unisson 
play the same part 






















































































Until (up to) 
Untuned (not tuned, 


































I d I. Desaccor e,-r, 
discorder, disson-
ant 
Sopra, su, .sul, sull Sur 
sulla 
Superiore ,· pi u sopra Superieur, 
piu alto plus haut 











ENGLISH ITALIAN FRENCH GERMAN 
Urging and pressing Incalzando, string- Serrant 
· :!;on·1ard (squeezing) endo 
Dra'ngend 




Vacilating (wavering, Vacillando, vago, 
irregular in time) Ondeggiamento 
Vague (uncertain as 










Veiled (voice sounds Velato 




Very (extreme) Holto, di molto 
Very accelerating Accelerando assai 
Very excited Con moto mosso 
































Very lightly and 
gracefully 
Very lightly and 
moved 







Mosso e leggerisl';imo 
Sfumato 
Very little Pochetto 
Very lively Molto vivo, vivace 
Very lively and fast Allegro vivo 




/ ' Legerement et 
gracieusement 
/ \ . 
Mouve tres 
leg'erement 
Le moins possible 
Tres vif 
\ . . Tres v1vant et 
rapide 
' d"'.' Tres mo ere 






























Very sharp and point- Aguzzo 
ed 
Very smooth legato 
Very sustained 
Very sv<eet 









Empater les sons 
Tr~s· souteriir 
Tr~s douce 
Td'!s viv et 
e'tincelant 
GER!-11\N 





Locher, s pruhend, 




Vacillando, tremolo, Balancement, ondul4, Zitternd, Bebung, 
Vigor 
Vigor,-ous (animated, 





Virtuoso like style 
Vivacious 

















































I , I 
Eve~lle Etwachen, Erwecken 
Andant~ Schrittmassig 
Affectueux Zart1ichkeit 
Chaleur, chaleureux Lebhaftigkeit 


















c a to, marcando 
Sosteriuto, tenendo, 
tenete, trattenuto 
~laintif, larmoyant Winselig 
~es·ant, lourd Sch\'i'er 
Frappant, frappe"· Markiert, Nachdruck 












Chtichcitement, a demi Geh~ucht, Lispeln 
voix, siffler 
Siffler Zischen 
Whole (ever:l;'one, all) Tutti Tout ensemble Alle 
Width ·(breadth) 
Will (at will) 
With 
Hi th ·a poin-ted sound 
ahvays 




With easy gentle 
progression 
With ·emphasis 
Ampio Amp leur Weit, Breite 
Piacere Volante Belieben 
Avec Mit 
Con suono sempre 
aguzzo 








Avec b~illiance et 
velocite 
Decisif, decisive-















With fire Con fuoco 
With growing warmth Incalzando 
and fervor 
With heart (courag- Bravura, courage 
eously, bold) 







Moto, con· moto 
With much impetuosity Con· molto slancio 
l'i'i th much movement 
and very moved 
With much spirit 
l'ii th nobility 
Without 
Without restraint 
. Con moto mosso 
















































Avec de petite 
vitesse et de 
. gravite' solerinite' 
With spirit (lively) Con brio Avec esprit, anime 





Mit breitem Ton 
Lebhaft 
Mit auf 
With very much 
movement 
Con.moto mosso molto Avec tres mouvement Sehr bewegt 
Work hard (struggle, Stentare 
hold back) 
Wra·th ·(anger) Sdegno 
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